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Two swans on Mill Pond enjoying a few undisturbed moments, and seemingly unaware that 
they have been observed. (Cindy Rich photo) 
Senator LaChance 
By Leonard E. Dodge 
Doug LaChance, chairman of 
the Student Senate Financial 
Affairs and Administration 
Council, resigned Tuesday, cit-
ing ineffective leadership and 
non-cooperation within the 
student senate. 
"I was not able to get things 
done. All my recommendations 
were being stopped by Deanne 
and Jeff Foy," said LaChance, 
refering to Student Body Pres-
ident Deanne Ethier and her 
vice president. 
"When the whole milk issue 
came up, I recommended that 
Deanne act on it right from the 
beginning. However she did 
nothing on my recommenda-
tion, and it was not until Pres-
ident Gordon Haaland was· 
embarrassed at a trustee meet-
ing by a trustee that he pulled 
Deanne aside and said put a bill 
through the Senate." Haaland 
said he would take care of it after 
that, according to LaChance. 
Ethier confirmed LaChance's 
version. "The President said to 
me, 'why don't you submit 
something to me from the 
Senate, and I will see what I can 
do.',, 
LaChance had other gripes. 
"I was appointed by Deanne to 
be Chairman of the Campus 
Transit Authority, (CTA) and 
I was supposed to be in charge 
of the committee, even though 
Jeff Foy is on it," said LaChance. 
I wanted the Williamson Area 
to be included in the campus 
shuttle route. But someone 
inside the president's office, 
either Deanne or Jeff, did not 
like tl1e route and it was not 
implemented, even though the 
CT A voted on the new route to 
include Area III," said LaChance. 
"Because of these things I 
could not serve the Student Body 
the way the Executive Board was 
being run," LaChance said. 
The Executive Board of the 
Senate is comprised of the 
chair.P.ersons of the Senate 
councils, the speaker, parliment-
arian and tlie student body 
president and vice president. 
"Deanne told the Executive 
Board that when she wanted 
something to be passed, she 
expects the entire Executive 
Board to be for it, and no one 
to argue on the floor," said 
La Chance. 
However, that version is not 
correct, according to Jay Ablon-
di, chairman of the Senate 
Students for the University 
Council. "Deanne told everyone 
· in the Executive Board to ex-
press their views in the Exec-
utive meetings, so when they 
come into Senate, everyone 
knows how other Executive 
Board members stand," said 
Ablondi. 
However, according to one 
• resigns 
Executive Board member who 
asked not to be identified, 
"Deanne said she expected the 
Executive Board to support her 
views." 
"Deanne has student con-
cerns. She just does not act on 
them. She has not displayed 
good leadership at all," 
LaChance said. 
Tpis view was rejected by 
several Executive Board 
members. 
"Deanne is doing a good job. 
LACHANCE, page 13 
DEANNE ETHIER 
Living in town 
more difficult 
By Michelle Bolduc 
Durham Board of Sele~tmen 
received complaints about stu-
dents making noise, parking on 
the lawn and sidewalk, and 
throwing trash on property in 
residential neighborhoods, said 
Board Chairman Anne Good-
men. 
According to a Durham Town 
ordinance there must be 300 
square feet in a building for 
every unrelated person living 
there. 
The ordinance has been in 
effect since August 6, 1979, but 
was ignored and unenforced 
until six months ago when the 
town of Durham hired Tom 
Perry as the building inspector 
to enforce the ordinance and 
safety regulations. 
The town selectmen and the 
university recently set up a joint 
task force with Dean of students, 
Gregg Sanborn to view long 
range planning for student 
housing in Durham. 
The selectmen are waiting for 
the Planning Board's November 
6 meeting to see it the board 
supports the petitions concern-
ing student housing in Durham 
some area residents plan to 
bring before the board. 
group of Durham residents who 
· plan to present a proposal to 
the boards concerning rental 
units in resi<J~ntial neighbor-
hoods, especially the more stu-
dent crowded houses. Dr. Gooze 
would not comment further 
until after the Planning Board 
meeting next Wednesday. 
Perry said neighbors com-
plained of weekend noise, yards 
littered with beer cans and 
bottles, and students parking 
on the lawns. Once the angry 
neighbors discovered that more 
students were living in the 
houses than the ordinance al-
lowed, they decided to take 
action. 
Perry said currently he has 
twelve complaints from neigh-
bors about students in residen-
tial areas and has sent letters 
to their landlords setting limits 
on how many students are 
legally alllowed to live in the 
houses. He has given the land-
lords three weeks to do some-
thing about the overcrowded 
houses. 
He will return to the land-
lords after three weeks to see 
what they have done and said 
he will have to wait and see what 
Dr. Jay Gooze l}eads' one - CROWDING, page 14 
Students' rent may 
pay the morgage 
By Michelle Bolduc 
Today more people are get-
ting into the real estate business 
in cotlege areas because of large 
tax incentives and the chance 
to make money quickly. 
"There are tremendous tax 
benefits· because over the years 
the house depreciates so the 
owner can take a deduction on 
their taxes and doesn't have to · 
·report their full income," said 
Richard Lamb, assistant pro-
fessor of administration at the 
Whittemore School of Business 
and Economics and a private 
CPA. 
'Tn certain income brackets, 
either you spend it or Uncle Sam 
does," said realtor Irene Brag-
don. 
Because of student housing 
shortages in areas relatively 
close to campus, landlords are 
allowed to charge high rental 
prices and fill a house with large 
numbers of students. 
The landlords make more 
money renting houses to a 
number of college students than 
they would if they rented their 
property to a single family. 
"There is enough cash flow 
coming in to pay the mortgage, 
for maintenance costs and they 
are still pocketing a large sum 
of money," said Lamb. 
Bragd'on said from June 
through September at the Don 
Thompson Real Estate, "A lot 
of parents come in looking to 
buy houses in Durham for their 
children.'' 
Parents want to buy a house 
for their child to live in while 
in school and to rent out part 
of the house to their child's 
friends so the son or daughter 
would act as landlord to the 
other students. 
Because the-rent from the 
other students would pay the 
mortgage the parents are vir-
tually getting their child a free 
place to live while in school. 
"It's a good investment," 
Bragdon said. "It's advisable for 
parents to purchase a home and-
turn around and sell 'it in four 
years, after their child has 
REAL ESTATE, page 14 
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Jere Chase: A half-century of history af UNH 
By Charlene Cloney 
It is September, 1936, and Jere . 
Chase is a freshman at the 
University of New Hampshire. 
Like all other freshmen Chase 
wears a beanie. He abides by the 
Freshman Rule.s: he does not 
walk on the sidewalk in front 
of the President's house and he 
attends all football rallies. 
However, these freshmen 
differ from their predecessors. 
They intend to do something 
about the traditional sophomor~ 
bullying of the freshman class. 
It happened, sophomore 
night, the night that freshman 
are not allowed on campus. 
It was "the battle of the 
Oyster River bridge," said 
Chase. "We (the freshman) 
were determined that we would 
make it (back to campus) but 
they (the sophomores) were 
more organized," said Chase, 
"We didn't get back into town, 
they drove us back out and we 
scattered to the wind," said 
Chase. Much to the dismay of 
the s~ophomores, UNH Presi-
dent Edward Lewis found out 
about the battle. . 
"Hood House had a lot of 
casualties," said Chase, scratch-
ing a patch of white hair. 
That was the last time fresh-
men were not allowed on cam-
pus: "The battle of the Oyster 
River Bridge" had made its 
mark. ·It was made clear to . 
sophomores thereafter that they 
were not allowed to "drive the 
freshman class out of town," 
according to Chase. 
Now, 53 years later, Jere 
Chase sits behind a des_k in a suit 
and tie. He has been associated 
with the University as an ad-
ministrator, an athlete and a 
student for over 50 years. Chase 
has served in many capacities, 
including Director of Admis-
sions (1946), interim President 
(1962-63, 1970-80), Executive 
Vice-President (1961-69), and 
his present job, Consultant to 
the President for Development. 
He has seen many changes in 
his time here. 
"Back in those days, a person 
knew what sport you played by 
the varsity letter on your sweat-
er," said Chase, who received 
several sweaters himself. Each 
year of participation in a 'sport 
was acknowledged by a star 
placed on the letter. 
"Most of us didn't wear them 
(the stars). The sweater looked 
better without them," Chase 
said. Chase has a blue baseball 
sweater with white letters, a 
white sweater with white letters 
edged in black of skiing, and 
a cross contry sweater with 
numerals on it." 
"If you made the· freshman 
team you got a sweater with 
num~erals on it, 36 in my case," 
said -the former ski captain, 
baseball player and runner. 
The New Hampshire remembers 1939 ... 
Chase had thought of going 
out for the hockey team as well, 
but decided against it because 
of the rink. The hockey rink was 
a pond where Snively Arena 
now stands. " You were lucky 
if you could get six games a 
year " said Chase. 
chase can remember when 
most of area III was undeve-
loped, with green houses stand-
ing on the site now occupied by 
Kinsbury. "That was Hoitt 
Farm," Chase said. 
Despite UNH's physical 
changes, Chase said students 
have not really changed. "You 
go through periods of attitude 
change. In the 60' s, it was hard 
for everyone. Today students 
are more like they were when 
I was in school. We talked about 
classes and the future," said 
Chase. "I think we have a group 
of first rate people at the present 
time." 
"The cycles change. You wait 
long enough and you' re almost 
/ back to where you were ten years 
ago," said Chase who will soon 
be attending his 50th reunion. 
After Long Search 
Butch Found in Woburn Mass. 
Abandoned Mascot Found in Garage 
of Walter H. Wilcox, NearCamb 
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Butch, famous University 
mascot, missing since last Mon-
day evening, when he was taken 
from the cage in the rear of 
Lambda Chi house, was found 
in Woburn, Massachusetts, yes-
terday afternoon, by Mr. Walter 
H. Wilcox. Mr. Wilcox came 
home from his office where he 
conducts a large insurance bus-
iness and found the cat in its 
small carrying cage abandoned 
in his garage. The cat had not 
been there in the morning, and · 
neighbors testified that a large 
green sedan had been in the yard 
around ten o'clock, but no one 
saw the cat placed in the garage. 
B~ston pa~~rt" 
animal, Mr1\ . 
University' a~~ .,. 
and reporte~' ttli.h t;t: , 
in his garagr}~~¥JF·~ .·_ 
trainer of the,Z"at¥tv?'a$. 
and went r.o' ~rn.'t 
the cat back t().~rh'~tn:. 
stated that ~~£~fo­
signs of beirig<. y~ , 
thirsty the ca '.~h· 
ill effects ofr 
rience. . . 
It is expe·· 
be on hand 
NEWS IN BRIEF 
Reaaan makes new 
proposal to Soviets 
President Reagan offered a "fresh start" for US-
Seviet relations yesterday when he proposed a new 
peace process to take place in five war torn nations. 
Reagan's plan calls for peace in some nations 
we are involved with in exchange for the Soviets 
promise of peace in nations they are involved with. 
Among the regions mentioned in Reagan's 
proposa~ ar_e Nicaragua for the US and Afghanistan 
for the ~ov1ets. -
Motorist says he did not 
see child 
Andre Boulanger, a 39-year-old Gonic man 
charged with running down a five-year-old child 
in Rochester last summer., says he did not see the 
young girl. 
Boulanger said all he heard was a thud and, 
thinking__it was just a dog, didn't bother to stop. 
State medical technicians testified Wednes·day 
that Boulanger had a blood alcohol content of .15 
percent when arrested by police later that evening. 
Court proceedings are expected to close today. 
Birth-day party 
Wentworth-Douglass Hospital will celebrate 
. the joy of birth and beginning a family at community 
"birth-day" party. from noon to 6pm. 
Hospital staff will be available during the party 
to discuss a wide variety of programs and services 
at the hospital.. 
For further information, please call 742-5252, 
ext.328. 
Teachers leave church 
because of promiscuous 
pastor 
Some teachers have resigned from a school run 
by. the Bangor Baptist Church because the church 
pastor openly admitted to committing adultery. 
Church officials insist that the school will remain 
open. 
One teacher who has already submitted his 
resi~nation said that most of the schools 19 teachers 
are considering resigning because of the controversy 
involving the Rev. Herman C. (Buddy) Frankland. 
Wildcats at Harvard stadium 
on Saturday. New Hampshire 
students are taking issue with 
the statement. 
Pot seized in Epping 
Law enforcement officials seized more than 
$100,000 in marijuana earlier this week and charged 
two Epping residents inv9lved with possession 
of a controlled substance and intent to manufacture 
a controlled substance. 
The two Epping men were arrested Tuesday in 
what was "the culmination of an ongo.ing investi-
~ation by Epping police into the production and 
distribution of marijuana in the Epping area. 
Brown water in Durham 
Durham's water system will be flushed this 
Wednesday causing a slight discoloration for UNH' s 
H20. 
No need to worry because the water will be S<!_f~ 
for drinking. 
, \l.t.' t (• I 'I t;. 
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Alcohol Awareness Week a hot success but ... 
By Carrie Keating 
Alcohol Awareness Week was a suecess, according to Kathleen 
Glidea-Dinzeo, alcohol/ drug 
educator at Health Services. 
"Over 3,000 people participated. 
Many students, faculty and staff 
picked up the information we 
made available and expressed 
interest,'' Gildea-Dinzeo said. 
The events at UNH were in 
conjunction with National Col-
Jegiate Alcohol Awareness 
w ·eek. Some of the activities 
sponsored by Health Services 
included alternative beverage 
bars in dining halls and academ-
ic buildings and a non-alcoholic 
beverage contest. 
Governor Sununu proclaimed 
October 21-27 as Collegiate 
Alcohol Awareness Week across 
the State after research indicated 
80 percent of college students 
drink alcoholic beverages, and 
15 to 20 percent of the students 
Dr. Paul Hart introducing students to the art of wine-tasting 
in the University Apartment Complex this week. The event 
was one of many projects organized for Alcohol Awareness 
Week. (Joan Howard photo) 
may have a problem with drink-
ing. "Alcohol abuse poses a 
serious threat to the college 
student population through acts 
of vandalism, automobile acci-
dents ... and in some cases, bodily 
injury, illness, and death," Su-
nunu said. The week was set 
aside, he said, to call attention 
to alcohol abuse on college 
campuses and to point out the 
lack of adequate resources to 
deal with it. 
Gildea-Dinzeo observed that 
raising the drinking age to 21 
this year in addition to having 
a strict alcohol policy at UNH 
might be causing added prob-
lems. "People may be drinking 
more because they're not al-
lowed to." She said, however, 
that UNH's policy is no stricter 
than any other state university. 
"We have to abide by state laws, 
and therefore we have the same 
pr?blems with alcohol as many 
••• UAC programs 
By Julie Barker 
Bow ls of punch- and -trays of 
uneaten crackers and chips were 
left-over Tuesday night after 
the staff at the Undergraduate 
Apartment Complex _attempted 
to heighten students' awareness 
of alcoholic issues. 
The Mocktail Happy Hour 
and a Wine Making Discussion 
were two of three programs 
planned this week for U AC 
residents in support of National 
Alcohol Awareness Week. 
"We've had very few students 
show up and I don't know why," 
said Becky Woods, assistant 
manager of the complex. "The 
publicity was good, but maybe 
students just don't look at 
advertisements." 
"I think in the future it 
(Alcohol Awareness Week) 
should be at a different time," 
said Mark Lavoie, UAC student 
senator. "The timing was bad: 
Most students are too busy with 
mid-terms right now," he added. 
On Thursaay night a Wine 
and Cheese Tasting Party was 
held. Over 30 students showed 
up for the party making it the 
most successful of the programs 
put on by the UAC. Kathleen 
Gildea-Dinzeo, UNH's Al_cohpl 
and Drug coordinator, and Paul 
Hart, director of Babcock Hall 
gave the wine tasting presen-
tation. 
"In general the events are 
really interesting. Both the 
positive and ne_gative a~pects 
of drinking were emphasized 
this week," said Lavoie. 
"Not all of the programs this 
week gave a negative outlook 
on drinking, which I think is 
other colleges. It doesn't vary 
that much." 
·With Homecoming festivities 
underway this weekend, and as 
many activities center around 
alcoholic beverages, Gildea-
Dinzeo emphasized the need 
for awareness. "This is a wee-
kend that concentrates on drink-
ing. We want students, parents, 
and alumni to be aware that 
there is a problem at UNH, and 
we're attempting to address it." -
lukewarm 
good.,."-l..av-01e added:- The W!ne-
and Cheese Tasting Party gave 
students a different perspective 
on the issue of drinking. 
All U AC programs were 
planned by the Residents' Coun-
cil and the administration at the 
complex. 
Bonfire debate heats up 
. By Michele Valway 
The football team will boycott 
the homecoming bonfire to-
night, if Director of Men's 
Athletics Andrew Mooradian, 
has his way. ~ 
Mooradian is not in favor of 
our going to the bonfire because 
it will detract from the crowd 
for the hockey game, said Bowes. 
"I will tell the football team 
tonight (Thursday) that the 
bonfire will not be mandatory," 
said Bowes. "I will encourage 
them to go, but I won't punish 
a player if he does not attend." 
"I embarrassed myself last 
year,"· he said. "The bonfire was 
mandatory for seniors, and t 
strongly encouraged the other 
players to attend. I was there 
myself and was very upset. At 
most, 100 people attended." 
Last year tnere was no pub-
licity about the bonfire. Stuoent 
Activities assured me there 
would be more publicity this 
year, said Bowes. 
"Mooradian told ·me the bon-
fire was at a bad time," said 
Renee Romano, assistant direc-
tor of Student Activities/Prog-
ramming, who spoke with Moor-
adian on Wednesday. "Last year 
the bonfire was on a Thursday 
night. This year it is on a Friday 
night because we expect alumni 
will come." 
Romano said she is upset and 
disappointed at the football 
team. 
"Homecoming and its activ.:' , 
ities revolve around the football 
team," said Jeff Onore, director 
of Student Activities. "It's un-
fortunate that they will not 
attend." 
According to Ilia Jarostchuk, 
defensive end on the football 
team, Coach Bowes has said 
nothing to the players thus far. 
"Bowes feels in past years the 
football team was embarrassed 
because few people showed up 
at the bonfire." 
"Coach Bowes' primary con-
cern is beating Northeastern 
on Saturday, not who will be at 
the bonfire," Jarostchuk said. 
, "The bonfire is a great thing 
to do, and I would support our 
team all the way," said Jarost-
chuk. "But it's demoralizing to 
have crickets cheer you on (at 
the bonfire)." 
Jarostchuk's brother Basil, 
also defensive end on the team, 
refused to comment. "It might 
incriminate me," he said. 
Also refusing comment was 
Pol.ly Daniels, Asst. Dir. of 
Alumni Affairs. "I am not in 
a position to say anything. You 
cannot quote me in The New 
Hampshire," she said. 
"The bonfire is not a concern 
of the Alumni Association. It 
is an issue between the Athletic 
Department and Student Ac-
tivities. We sincerely hope 
something can be worked out 
between the two. The bonfire 
should be a good time for all," 
she said. 
According to Karen Talbot-, 
Student Activities intern and 
member -of the Homecoming 
committee, the bonfire will .be 
a success. 
"The cheerleaders had a vote 
Wednesday night and all but one 
voted to cheer at the bonfire. 
They represent the school and 
school spirit," said Talbot. 
"Brenda Vigneault, a cheerlead-
er, helped plan a lot of the 
bonfire, and I am grateful for 
her enthusiasm." 
Others helping with the bon-. 
fire include Pi Kappa Alpha, 
who will supply the wood and 
set up the bonfire, Theta Chi, 
and the Theta Chi Little Sisters · 
who will form a8ep squad. The 
UNH band wi provide the 
music, according to Talbot. · 
A student taking a break from bicycle repairs to enjoy some 
of the last of the sunny weather. (Scott Jones photo) 
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.. Ramos on Central America 
Prof. David Larson strongly defended the United Nations 
during a debate in the MUB, Thursday night, to mark the 40th 
·anniversary of the organization. (Cindy Rich photo) 
UN's anniversary 
marked by debate 
By Leonard E. Dodge 
A verbal battle over the ideals 
of the United Nations was 
fought in the Belknap Room of 
the MUB, last night. 
Professor David Larson and 
his opponent Barbara Larson 
debated whether or not the UN 
should continue to be backed 
by the US. 
Police) and the CIA are located 
in the UN," Anderson said, 
adding that "The people have 
to wake up to what is going on." 
"The whole idea of the UNH 
is basically to try to form a better 
world. The UN has a mitigating 
influence, but how much is hard 
-to say," said Larson. 
Larson was pro-UN and And-
erson was anti-UN. 
By Michele Kirschbaum ,;The only means we have of 
"The relationship existing forcing the government to con-
between the United States and form to the most minimal 
Central American society, is one etiquette of warfare is by car-
of the most tragic relationships rying out these types of actions," 
in history to date." Arnoldo said Ramos. 
Ramos said. When Ramos spoke of 
Ramos is a representative for Duarte's daughter and the 
the El Salvadorian or_ganization, mayors, he referred to them as 
The Farabundo Marti National "military targets." 
Liberation Front and Democrat- When asked by a member of 
ic National Front (FMLN- the audience whether or not 
FDR). Ramos considered the four 
The UNH Committee on Marines who were killed last 
Central America and the Public June in a cafe in San Salvador 
Funding Organization (P.F.O.) as "military targets," Ramos 
sponsored the lecture Tuesday did not answer the question 
night at Murkland Hall. until it was asked later on by. 
Ramos. who received his BA -
and masters degrees at the Uni-
versity of California at Berkley, 
- has lectured throughout the U.S. 
on the crisis in El Salvador. 
Because Ramos has lived in 
both the U.S. and in El Salvador, 
The UNH Committee on Cen-
tral America believes he is in 
a unique position to interpret 
the Central American crisis, and 
the impact of the Rc:;agan ad-
ministration's policies there. 
Ramos claims the problem 
with the U.S. Central American 
relationship is due "mainly 
because of the misrepresenta-
tion that all of us in Central 
America who are seeking eco-
nomic, social, and political changes 
are in actuality, representing 
the interests of the Soviet 
Union." 
Ramos lectured on El Salva-
dor's political and economic 
situations from the 1880's to 
the present time. 
He also mentioned the rea-
sons why the FMLN-FDR kid- -
yet another audience member. 
Ramos said he was sorry for the 
killings of the civilians in that 
instance. 
Ramos said he hoped Amer-
icans will sympathize with the 
plight of his people. "We seek 
peace and co-existence. We seek 
what the founding fathers of 
the United States sought over 
two hundred years ago. And that 
is a society livable for the 
·majority of the people, a society 
which respects the rights of each 
one of it's members. We don't 
want our region to be called 
another Vietnam.'' 
The organization is currently 
celebrating its 40th anniversary. 
"The United Nations is the 
headquarters of subversive ac-
. tivities; the KGB .(Soviet Secret 
. Larson began hi:s argument 
UN, page 20 
napped Pre~ident Jose Napo- Arnaldo Ramos, a representative of the rebel opposition in 
leon Duartes dau~hter. ~nd 23 El Salvador, criticized US central American policy in a lecture 
mayors of Salvadonan c1t1es. at UNH, last Tuesday. (Cind Rich hoto) 
MUSO presents ... 
' AL HALLIDAY 
& THE HURRICANES· 
I 
PHOTO: PAUL LYDEN 
SlUDIOTECH 
~tudeJ;ts: $4.00 Noll-students:-$6.00========Saturdil:f/November 2, 1985 
·- . 
·Tickets ·on sale Wednesday, Oct. 30th 
in the MUB Tick~t: Office at 10 am 
in·. th:e MUB Pub ====Doors open 8 pm;;= .. ===::::::=:;:::================ 
·MUST be 18 or older: UNH ID/Proof of age required 
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Dean of Bates shot in back 
By Carrie Keating 
The Dean of Bates College 
· was shot in his home Monday 
night, according to Rick Den-
ison of the Bates News Bureau. 
James Carignan, dean of the 
college, is listed in stable con-
dition at Central Maine Medical 
Center. He was shot in the back 
while sitting in his kitchen less 
than a half mile from the 
Lewiston, Maine campus. 
The shot came from some-
where outside of the hous_e and 
the bullet went through the 
window, shatterin_g the _glass, 
said Laura Smith, assistant 
editor of the Bates Student. "We 
were all shocked. Being in a 
position of authority, he always 
gets some negative comments, 
but he's a very nice guy," Smith 
said. 
Police have not charged any 
suspects. Smith said, however, 
that security is generally tight 
around campus. "Obviously this 
guy is still out on the run. Bates 
is a tight knit campus, · and 
everyone is a little nervous," 
she said. 
"Frankly, we don't know a lot 
about it," Denison said. The 
police in Lewiston are not 
offering information concern-
ing the details of the case. "The 
campus was stunned because he 
is a well-liked and popular man-
not the usual stereotype that 
comes to mind when you think 
of a dean." 
Protest walk to be held 
By Francoise von Trapp 
. Approximately four times a 
year, heavily armed armored 
trains carry shipments of naval 
nuclear submarine fuel rods 
across the United States, accord-
ing to a report compiled by Jean 
MacLachlin, a professor at 
Northern Essex Community 
College. 
Each shipment contains ra-
dioactive material that is 150 
times longer lived than the 
Hiroshima bomb, MacLachlin 
said. One route of these "Nu-
clear trains" is the Boston Maine 
line which runs from Kittery 
ME to Haverhill MA and passes 
through Portsmouth NH, 
Greenland, Stratham, New-
fields, Exeter, East Kingston, 
Kingston, Newton, Newton 
Junction, Plaistow and Atkin-
son. 
Members of the New Hamp-
shire Womyn's Peace Network, 
the New Hampshire Office of 
the American Friends Service 
Committee and the New Hamo-
sh ire Seacoast Clamshell A 1-
liance are concerned with the 
lack of public knowledge con-
·cerning these shipments. , 
These groups will sponsor a 
six day event called the "Tri 
State Wa.lk Along the Tracks" 
beginning today in an attempt 
to increase awareness of the 
shipments' potential hazards. 
The walk will begin at 6:30 
am at the Portsmouth Naval 
Shipyard in Kittery . Partici-
pants will hold a "vigil" distri-
buting informational leaflets 
and carrying signs. At 2 o'clock, 
the group will cross the Pisca-
taqua River in small boats to 
Portsmouth. Another evening 
vigil will be held at the North 
Church followed by a potluck 
supper and the first of six 
presentations. 
Steve Meacham, co-chair of 
the South Shore Conversion 
Committee of Quincy, MA will 
discuss a plan to convert General 
Dynamics' Quincy Shipyard 
from military to civilian pro-
duction in order to prevent the 
shipyard from closing and dis-
placing workers. 
The walk will resume on 
Saturday morning and partic-
ipants will spend the next five 
days following the train route 
35 miles to Haverhill. "We will 
walk on roads close to the track 
where people are," said Ruth 
McKay, member of the New 
Hampshire Womyns' Peace 
Network. "These people ought 
to know about this." 
According to McKay, the 
organizations who are sponsor-
ing the walk sent information 
to people who expressed inter-
est in it. They also hope to 
accumulate followers along the 
road. 
McKay said the _gro~p's ~oal 
is to gain headway in the elim-
ination of using radioactive 
materials in any form. She said 
the "Walk Along the Tracks" 
is part of a long rang-e educa-
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INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM: Universities in the 21st 
Centur}'. Session III: Liberal and Professional Education. 
Session IV: The University of'the 21st Century. New England 
Center. Much of conference is open to public. 
FRIDAYS AT NOON: University Theater Workshop _ "What 
do you do with a degree in theater?" Henn~ssy Theater, 
Paul Arts, noon to 1 p.m. . 
SOCCER: Women vs. Boston University, 3:30 p.m. 
HOCKEY: Men vs. Providence, Snively, 7:30 p.m. 
UNH MASK AND DAGGER SOCIETY PRESENTATION: 
"Side By Side By Sondheim," a musical entertainment. 
Hennes~ Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. A Mask and 
Dagger/Theater reunion will follow. General $3, Students 
$2 . 
UNH JAZZ BAND: With guest soloists. Granite State Room, 
Memorial Union, 8 p.m. Tickets $4 and $5. · 
MUB PUB: MUSO presents WUNH 91.3 Night, Memorial 
Union, PUB, 8 p.m. · 
SATURDAY,OCTOBER26 
NH NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR WOMEN (NOW) 
STATE CONFERENCE: Key note speaker, Betty Fridan. 
Murkland Auditorium, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Celebrity Auction, 
2 p.m. Free and open to public. Call 742-6181. 
FIELD HOCKEY: Women vs. Bucknell, 11 a.m. 
CROSS COUNTRY: Women vs. UMass/URI/UVM, 1 p.m. 
FOOTBALL: vs. Northeastern, 1 p.m. 
UNH MASK AND DAGGER SOCIETY PRESENTATION: 
"Side By Side By Sondheim," a musical entertainment. 
Hennessy Theater, Paul Arts, 6 p.m. and 8:30 p.m. Production 
will benefit the Jean Mattox Scholarship Fund. General $3, 
Students $2. 
FALL GLORIES BUFFET DINNER: Presented b}' Hotel 
Administration. Sponsored by Alumni Association. Granite 
State Room, Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m. Cocktails, 6:30 p.m. 
$15 per person. 
MUB PUB: MUSO Movie Night, "Rebel Without a Cause" 
at 7:30 p.m. and "On the Waterfront" at 9~30 p.m. Memorial 
Uni9n, PUB. Students $1, Non-students $2 
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 27 
MUSO FILM: "Amarcord." Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 
7 &_9:30 p.m. Students $1, Non-students $2. 
UNH CONCERT CHOIR AND ORCHESTRA: Johnson 
Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. 
. TUESDAY, OCTOBER 29 
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: The "Greek" Way-
Part II, C~arles If Leighton, Stanish and Classics. Room 
216, Hamilton Smith, 11 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. 
FRIDAYS AT NOON: Follow-up audition workshops. Paul 
Arts, M-212, 12:30-2p.m. 
DITH PRAN: Living in the Killing Fields: The award winning 
film, "The Killing_-Fields,'' is based on the extraordinary 
true story of Dith -Pran and his friendship with New York 
Time's correspondent Sydney Schanburg. film shown prior 
to Dith Pran's lecture. Granite State Room, Memorial Union, 
7:30 p.m. Students $2, General $4. 
UNH FACULTY JAZZ QUINTET: Johnson Theater, Paul 
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ACADEMIC 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS IN SOCIAL WORK 
PROGRAM: Sponsored by Social Service Depart-
ment. Admissions Directors from New England 
Masters Programs will be on campus to provide 
information on admission, graduate education, 
and post-master's employment opportunities. Reps 
from B.C., B.U., Rhode Island College, Simmons, 
Smith College, and UConn, Concord Branch. 
Tuesday, October 29, Carroll Rown, Memorial 
Union, 2 to 4 p.m. 
CENTRAL UNIVERSITY RESEARCH FUND 
(CURF) COMPETITION: CURF awards provide 
support for graduate student research projects 
and for faculty research projects for which the 
solicitation of external funds is neither practical 
nor feasible. Awards range from $100 to $2400. 
Applications available in Research Administration 
Office, Room 108, Horton. Proposals, completed 
applications and supporting letters due rn the 
Research Administration Office by 4:30 p.m., 
November 12, 1985. 
ATHLETICS AND RECREATION 
ACU-1 TABLE TENNIS QUAtIFYING TOUR-
NAMENT: Sponsored by Games Room/Student 
Activities. Open to all UNH full time students 
with a G.P.A. of 2.0 or better. Winners will qualify 
to compete at the regional tournament to be held 
at Fitchburg State College February 21 and 22. 
Sunday, October 2_7, Carroll Belknap Room, 
Memorial Union, 6:30_p.m. $1 admission. 
SHOTOKAN KARATE CLUB & TEAM TRAIN-
ING (JKA): Sponsored by UNH Shotokan Karate 
Oub/Depanment of Recreational Sports. Training 
daily for anyone interested. Monday & Wednesday 
6 to 7:30 p.m., Tuesday & Thursday, 6:30 to 7:30 
am., and Satun!ay 10 to 11 a.m. Call 862-2031 for 
more information. 
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS 
AIDS INFORMATION TABLE: Sponsored by 
Campus G~y Alliance, Health Education Center 
and UNH Health Services. Learn the facts, dispel 
the myths. Literature about the nature of the disease, 
psychological effects, safe sex, etc. will be available. 
Friday, October 25, Monday, October 28, Wednesday, 
October 30 and Friday, November .1, Balcony, 
Memorial Union, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
THEATER MAJORS MEETING: Pot luck supper 
for all theater majors and faculty. Su.nday, October 
27, Burn residence, 96 Madbury Road, Durham, 
3:30 to 7 p.m. Sign up on theater bulletin board. 
WILDLIFE SOCIETY MEETING: Sponsored by 
Wildlife Department. Krisklein of NH Fish and 
Game with a presentation on moose. Monday, 
October 28, Room 104, Pettee, 7 p.m. 
COMMUNICATIONS ASSOCIATION: Evie Sit-
koff, PR officer for UNH is speaking for those 
interested in public relations. Tuesday, October 
29, M213, Paul Arts, 1 p.m. 
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MEETING: Tuesday, 
October 29, Rockingham Room, Memorial Union, 
12:30 p.m. 
POT LUCK SUPPER: Sponsored by Non-
Traditional Student Program. Share good food 
. and friendship at the Non-Traditional Student 
Center. Tuesday, October 29, Underwood House, 
17 Rosemary Lane, 6 p.m. Call 862-3647 for more 
information. 
TUESDAY NIGHT LIVE: Sponsored by Campus · 
Crusade for Christ. Tuesday, October 29, Room 
207, Honon, 7 p.m. 
MORTAR BOARD MEETING: Mandatory meet-
ing; Wednesday, October 30, Hamilton Smith, 6:30 
, _p_:_m. Call 1>.!_ve, 868-5928 for more i_nfo!:__qiation. 
• _ Get a • FREE Video • • Film Rental • • VHS or Beta • • when you rent a • VCR from • • ALLIED SERVICES. • • 
HALLOWEEN . SPOOK RIDE: Sponsored by 
Collegiate 4-H. Tour the deeP, woods wher~_.goblins 
and monsters run wild on Halloween eve! Hayrides 
start and end in front of Smith Hall on every half 
hour. Thursday, October 31, in front of Smith Hall, 
7 to 11 p.m. $1 donation. ' 
UNH BAHAI CLUB: U.N. Decade for Women-
World Conference, Nairobi, Kenya 1985. Mrs. Mara 
Khavari of Portsmouth will share personal 
highlights of the recent conference held in Kenya. 
Friday, November 1, Carroll/Belknap Rot9m, 
Memorial Union, 8 p.m. All welcome. 
HANGGLIDING: Sponsored by NH Outing Club. 
Join in on the fun weekend to Claremont, NH, 
November 1-3. No experience necessary. Ground 
school taught before starting. 
UNH VS. RHODE ISLAND PRE-GAME TAIL-
GA TING: Sponsored by UNH 100 Club. Saturday, 
November 2, University of Rhode Island, 11:30 
to 1 p.m. Post game reception at URI, University 
Club. 
CAREER 
INTERVIEW TECHNIQUES WORKSHOP: Spon-
sored by Career Planning and Placement. Videotape, 
lecture and discussion sessions to help you prepare 
for employment interviewing. Tuesday, October 
29, Forum Room, Library, 6 to 7:30 p.m. 
MUB INFORMATION TABLE: Sponsored by 
Career Planning and Placement. Staff will be 
available to briefly answer questions and provide 
information. Monday, October 28, Balcony, Memor-
ial Union, 1:30 to 3:30 p.m. 
MATCHING YOUR SKILLS & ABILITIES TO 
MAJORS AND CAREERS: Sponsored by Career 
Planning and Placement. Identify skills you have 
developed and relate these abilities to possible 
carrer choices and majors. Tuesday, October 29, 
Belknap Room, Memorial Union, 4 to 5:30 p.m. 
HEALTH 
COUNSELING FOR WOMEN'S ISSUES: Spon-
sored by Health Education Center, Health Services. 
Counseling regarding body image, relationships, 
independenc.e/de_pendence etc. available by ap-
pQintment. Wednesdays, Lower Level, Hood House, 
9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
COMPUTER SERVICES 
Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed 
below. 
ACADEMIC SERVICES: Registration is required. 
Call 862-3527 or stop by Room 2E, Stoke Hall 
Cluster. Additional $5 charge for non-USNH 
personnel. All courses are held in the Stoke Cluster 
Classroom unless otherwise indicated. 
BEGINNING VAX/VMS: Course introduces the 
VMS operating system running on UNH's VAX 
computers. Covers essential skills for those who 
need to use application programs on these systems. 
Prerequisite: Using Timesharing Systems or 
experience with another timesharing system. 
Monday, October 28, from 2 to 4 p.m. $3 fee. 
BEGINNING EDT (VMS): EDT is the standard 
VMS text editor . .This course provides basic 
instruction in using EDT in line editing mode 
(somewhat similar to SOS on the DECIO) . 
Prerequisite: Beginning VAX/VMS. Wednesday, 
October 30 from 2 to 4 p.m. $3 fee. 
GENERAL 
STUDENT PAYCHECKS: Paychecks are available 
between 7:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. on the balcony 
in the MUB, on payday, every other Friday. 
Otherwise, checks may be picked up at the MUB 
Ticket Office, Monday through Friday from 10:00 
a.m. to 4:00 
MANDATORY 
·ORGANIZATIONAL • MEETING • • for all • • MORTAR BOARD • MEMBERS • • • • ~ [ • • And the price? only $7.99 (mon-thurs) • Monday, October 30 • $9.99 on the weekends! • • • [ 
6:30 pm 
• •GREAT SELECTION• • Hamilton-Smith • •NO MEMBERSHIP FEES!!• • Room 139 • • officers meet at 6:45 • ALLIED SERVICES • • DurhamSho in Center 868-1011 • Call Dave at 868-5928 
F aus.ke raising 
money for Sudan 
By Tom Rooney 
On October 28th, Chris 
Fauske, a graduate student in 
the English Department will 
launch a campaign to aid the 
people of Darfur, a region in 
Western Sudan. 
According to Fauske, the 
problem faced by Darfur is 
twofold. There has been a severe 
drought in the area for the past 
seven years and inadeguate seed 
stocks leave the land helpless 
to take advantage of what little 
rain fall there is. 
The drought has forced the 
people to move from their 
villages into less fertile land and 
to cut down the gum arabic trees · 
in very large numbers. Fauske 
said the Sudanese government 
does not have the money . to 
plant new trees, so the land is 
drying. 
Currently, the desert is in-
creasing in size by ten miles a 
year. This is devastating con-
sidering this land is useless for 
subsistance, Fauske said. 
The money collected during 
the fund drive will go directly 
to replanting the gum arabic 
trees. Fauske explained that one 
dollar buys one drought resist-
ant tree which stabilizes the soil 
where it is lamed. Consequent-
ly, each tree will provide foliage 
for grazing, lumber for building 
and fuel, he said. "One tree 
lit~rally saves several lives many 
times over," said Fauske. 
The money collected will be 
sent to three organizations 
. which are directly related to the 
Sudanese problem. 
Slightly tnore than one third 
the money will go to CARE, 
another third goes to the Green 
Deserts, a British organization 
in Northern Sudan, and also to 
the Darfur Regional Ministry 
Agriculture. 
rauske visited Sudan this 
summer where he got the idea 
for this aid campaign. "I was 
very impressed with the work 
they (The Darfur Ministry) ' 
were doing," he said. "We will 
be trying to raise $10,000, this 
would be a 'great head start' for 
the underdeveloped region of 
Darfur," Fauske said. 
There are no expenses' in-
curred so 100% of what is raised 
here at UNH will go directly 
to saving lives. 
There will be tables set up in 
the Dining Halls starting Mon-
day. Anyon~ wishing to sent 
contribution should send them 
to Chris Fauske care of the 
English Department. 
This region between En Nahud and Umm Keddada is now 
desert. Ten years ago, even gazelle were abundant in this region·. 
(Seth Hanauer photo) 




9 a.m. at our 
Durham location 
Discover which colors make you 
look your best from Color Me 
Beautiful® certified consultant 
- - Ginny Gamble. 
Personal consultations by 
appointment following the clinic . 




35 Main St . 
Durham, N.H . 
/ ·w~ Carole Jackson Cosmetics 
put Oi:ii.by Color Me Beautiful® . 
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MUSO 
The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi-
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business 
Office hours: Monday - Friday 10 am .- 2 pm, Academic year subscription: 
$20.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should 
check their ads the first day: The New Hampshire will in no case be 
iesponsible for typographical or other errors, but will reprint that part 
of an advertisement in which a typographical error appears, if notified 
immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire, 
151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 10,000 'copies printed per issue 
by Journal Trih1'ne Biddeford, Maine. 
film • series 
ROGER CORMAN Presents 
FRANCO CRISTALDf S 
Production ol FElblNIS 
Sunday, October 27, 1985 
7:00 & 9:30 p.m. 




Based on Fellini's recollections of his youth in pre-war Italy, the story 
centers around a young man who longs for the freedom of adulthood. 
Fellini celebrates the sense of kinship that exists in the town, yet 
he's aware of the community's shortcomings that paved the way 
for fascism. 
,------~-------------------------~--. 
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It's incredible, but true! This year 
for students, faculty and staff, your 
ID card is your ticket to get on any 
Kari-Van bus. Go where you want, 
when you want. 
This new service is made available 
to you through your activity fee and 
revenue from parking ·permits. 
T D I • I • 
SAVE MONEY •.• the cost of driving 
and parking on campus! 
SAVE TIME •.. with convenient 
schedules to and from campus! And .. 
MAKE some new friends on the 
Coast Kari-Van. 
COAST KARI-VAN 
lt'v t,,utl._flu ! 
~I 
Convenlent. .. Sate ... & f{ef f · 
ROUTE SCHEDULES available at: MUB, Town & Campus, Jodi's Party 




D_o you know the law about 
SECURITY DEPOSITS? 
Available to all 
SAF Undergrads 
FREE LEGAL SERVICE 
Attorneys 
Craig F. Evans Stephen White 
I 
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Piano and guitar. duo 
8:00-12 midnight 
Devine Room 7L 
Free· Admission. 
Refreshments sold 
Funded by PFO 
• • • 
Smith Hal/.Inte1'·national Center · 
pres en.ts 
INSIDE STOR.Y · 
Monday 
Oct. 28. 1985 
SMITH HALL 








former U.S. Navy pilot 
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Graduate student a Peace Corp recruiter 
By Matt Jasper 
Randy MacDonald, a UNH 
alumni and graduate student 
who has served three years in 
the Peace Corps, was hired to 
serve as a Peace Corps recruiter 
for UNH and the surrounding 
area. 
He also received a $?,000 
graduate assistantship from the 
Forestry department. The mo-
ney will enable the recruiting 
office, located oh the second 
floor of Wolff house, to become 
a pern:ianent fix tu re of the 
university. 
MacDonald served in Domin-
ica, an economically poor island 
in the West Indies. 90 percent 
of the island is virgin rain 
forests with "trees so big around 
9 or 10 people holding hands 
couldn't reach each other." he 
said. 
He stayed in the villa&e of . 
Loubiere where he ran a ttmer 
salvage operation and an envir-
onmental education newspaper 
and yaught children to scuba 
dive. He also weathered a coup 
when the Klu Klux Klan tried 
to break ex-prime minister 
Patrick John out of jail. --
MacDonald said he is inter-
ested in hiring UNH graduates 
but added "The bottom line is 
you don't have to have a college 
education." 
Other skills such as carpentry, 
farming, and health are sought. 
MacDonald said "Older people 
are welcome to apply because 
they are more respected in 
Africa!" 
Volunteers serve in 60 devel-
oping countries in Africa, Asia, 
Latin American, the Caribbean, 
and the South Pacific. They 
receive a small salary, paid 
training a_n~ travel,_ medical care, 
and a readjustment fee of $4,200 
after two years. 
MacDonald is optimistic 
about recruiting at UNH be- . 
cause over 248 &!aduates have 
served in the -Peace Corps. 
MacDonald plans to recruit even 
more students. Office ho~rs are 
from 9 a.m. to 12 a.m. and he 
will run an information table 
Wednesgay at the MUB. 
********************************************************************** ! . Apply Now to Compete in the 1986 i 
i MISS NEW HAMPSHIRE - U.S.A. ~ 
* * ~ PAGEANT i 
~ No Performing : 
~ Talent Required : 
* * WHY NOT GO FOR IT??? Apply to compete for the Title of MISS 
: NEW HAMPSHIRE - U.S.A., our representative to the Q.restigious : * MISS U.S.A.PAGEANT, to be nationally televised on CBS in May, * 
lt- 1986. Over $100,000 in prizes await the national winner. * 
* * : Our 1986 State Pageant will be held in February, 1986._ To qualify, : * you must be single, between 17 and 24 as of May 1, 1986 and at * * least a six month resident of this State - thus, college dorm students * 
: are eligible. So for some fun, excitement and glamour, i * JANICE LA CROIX phone (617) 266-3280 or write to * * MISS. NEW HAMPSHIRE - U.S.A. PAGEANT HEADQUARTERS, Dept. UN * 
: 1985 Miss New Hampshire _ U.S.A. 222 Newbury Street, 2nd Floor, Boston, MA02116. : * DEADLINE IS NOVEMBER 8, 1985 , * * Your letter must include a recent snapshot, briefbiography and * * PHONE NUMBER. * 
********************************************************************** 
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The University of Ne~ Hampshire is indeed fortunate that increasing numbers of alumni, 
students, and fans are attending the homecoming football game each year. Reunions and 
other activities which take place at homecoming, including tailgating parties in the parking 
areas of the Upper Field, Boulder Field and Lot A, are traditional and enjoyable events 
for many. Unfortunately we have become aware in recent years that the nature of some 
of these tailgating activities has infringed upon the ability of some alumni and fans to 
enjoy the football game associated with home<:oming activities. To ensure that the weekend 
can be enjoyed by everyone, the University will enforce all appropriate la~s and policies 
including Durham's Open Container Law and has adopted additional guidelines for homecoming 
weekend. As in the past, there will be no alcohol allowed in Cowell Stadium. In addition, 
we wish to draw your attention to the following points regarding the parking areas surrounding 
the football field. 
1. No excessive quantities of alcoholic beverages (example no more than two cases of 
beer) will be permitted per vehicle entering the designated tailgating areas. No kegs 
or similar containers will be permitted. It is university policy that vehicles suspected 
of containing excessive amounts of alcoholic beverages may be inspected and/or refused 
entry in to the parking areas. 
2. Ali vans, campers, pick-up trucks, and other trucks and buses will be required to park 
in Lot A for the homecoming game, with specific areas in Lot A designated for these vehicles. 
3. No pedestrians will be allowed to en'ter the vehicle access gates or unauthorized points 
to Boulder and Upper Fields. Also, no pedestrian carrying alcoholic beverages will be 
permitted entry into Lot A. 
4. No sale of liquor, under-age drinking, or excessive drinking will be permitted. 
5. No open alcoholic beverage containers will be allowed outside the Upper Field, Boulder 
Field, or Lot A. 
6. In keeping with University policy, no illegal controlled drug substances are allowed 
on University property. 
7. No public address systems will be allowed .. 
8. The Boulder Field and Upper Field parking areas will close at 5:00 p.m. No alcoholic 
beverages will be allowed after 5:00 p.m. in Lot A, Upper Field or Boulder Field. 
The University greatly appreciates the support of its alumni, and many friends. We trust 
that the observance of the ·above rules will continue to make homecoming events a pleasant 
and rewarding experience for all. 
"Listening opens minds. 
It gives yon patience to make 
room 
for other ideas." 
Peter Lamb, Mediator 
. UNH Mediation ·Project 
As a mediator Peter learned to listen to dispu.ting · 
parties with a non-judgemental ear. Non-judgemental 
listening is one of the many skills mediators gain 
through training offered by the UNH Mediation Project. 
It is a skill which can be applied to a work setting or 
your personal life. Help others and sharpen your 
communication skills in the process. 
The UNH Mediation Project is 
selecting 12 faculty, staff and 
students for their January train-
ing program. If you are inter-
ested in becoming a trained 
mediator with the UNH Medi-
ation Project, pick ·up an appli-
cation _and position description 
at the Commuter/Transfer Cen-
ter, Room 136 MUB. Applica-
tion deadline: November 4. For 
further information stop by or ·~ 
call us at 862-3612. · 
student television net~orJs 
Ask not what you 
can do for STVN, but what 
STVN 
can do for you! 
General Members Meeting ·. 
October 30th 
8:00 p.m. 
in the Merrimack Rm. 
__ _,_•All are welcome------
We Have.Halloween Make Uo & Fabric 
For Costumes · · 







•Vampire Nails c..\ 
•Clown White C~~· 
•Black Out Tooth Wax . C \)\\~ 
•Masks a.._\~~ . 





Full Latex Face Masks 
$3.00 & $5.00 
Lots of Wigs 
The Out Back 
44 Main St., Dur~am, NH 868-7027 
presents 
A Musical Entertainment 
Music and Lyrics By 
Stephen Sondheim 








Paul Creative Arts Center, UNH oJF. 
General Adm1ssion-$3.00 Students-$2.00 
October 25th at 8:00 pm 
October 26th at 6:00 and 8:30 pm 
• ~~ :.Iask and Dagger-Theater Reception to follow 
this production will benefit th_e Jean Mattox Scholarship Fund. 
Tickets available at the MUB Ticket Office 
Produced On Broadway By Harold Prince 
In Associa.tion With Ruth Mitchell 
~ . .,,,,,,,...,,,..~ . .,,,......,,...~ . ..,,,. ......... ~.~~-..,,,.. ....... ..,,... ........ ~...,.,...~~.,....._... . .,,..~...--.~ . 
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Best Pizza & Subs in town 
OVEN FRESH 
"ceatt~~~ 
?J~ wilt~~~ F wvu»e/ 
99¢ Roast Beef 
Special 
r--------~--~--, I COUPON I 
·I I 
I I 
I 25¢ off small -pizza 1 
I 50¢ off large pizza I 
I I 
Delivery 7 Nights 6 p .m. to closing 
"for those late _night munchies" 
L--------------J (Discount on Pizza Parties) 42 Main St. 
Tel: 868-2224 
rite Way II travel, inc. 
- Grand Opening October 1985 
Travel Newsletter · 
Current Charter Travel 
SPECIALS 
Las Vegas: from $319.00 3 days and 2 nights. includes 
ari fare, hotel, taxes, three shows, extra nights can add 
at low cost -American Airlines Travel before 12/26/85 
Bermuda: from $419.00 4 days and 3 nights. Includes airfare, 
hotel, breakfast, select hotel. Delta Airlines. Travel before 
12/17/85. 
Nassau/Paradis Island/Cable Beach: from $299.00 4 
day & 3 nights. Includes airfare, hotel, ariport transfers 
and night club show. Delta Airlines. Travel before 12/17 /85. 
. / 
Florida Disney Getaway: from $309.00 4 days & 3 nights. 
Includes airfare, hotel, car rental, and Sea World. Delta 
Airlines. Travel before 12/17 /85. 
Domestic & International Air Travel 
SPECIALS 
Chicago $218 Amsterdam $394 
Cleveland $178 Brussels $394 
Dallas $218 Frankfurt $498 
Detroit $218 Lisbon $449 
Kansas City $218 London $398 
Minneapolis $218 Madrid $449 
New Orleans $178 Terceira $495 
*certain restriction apply 
*round trip air fare . 
Weekend Travel 
SPECIALS 
Montreal: from $179.00 3 days & 2 nights. Includes airfare, 
hotel, fransfers and sightseeing (optional). 
Quebec City: from $229.00 3 days & 2.nights. Includes 
airfare, hotel, and transfer!t. 
SPRING BREAK & 
WINTER CHARTER SPECIALS 
Acapulco $499, Aruba $469, Bahamas $529, Barbados $419, Bon~ire $379, Cancun $369, Caracas 
$509, Cqsta del Sol $549, Curacao $449, Ft. ~auderdale or Disney World $439, Jamaica $429, · 
Martinique $4 79, St. Thomas $549. 
*Includes Airfare, Hotel 7 nights 8 days, Transfers and much much more. 
*Makde your reservations early and save $$$$. Rite Way II Travel Inc. 
~~~-----------,...---------------~------------ P 0 Box 310 neg1stratom rorm I · · 
Name: I 98 Main Street 
Address: I Newmarket, New Hampshire 03857 
Citu: I , ( 603) 659-3999 
J~~b~me: ~ . ~ GRAND OPENING CELEBRATIN DRAWING 
-----------------------Take~7ha~;"~Tw-;7o~~Trij) tickets to BERMUDA via American Airlies and ·other special prizes. 
*Drop off or mail coupon to Rite Way II Travel Inc. Hours M-F 9-5 Sat. 9-2 (or by appt.) 
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r-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~--~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~--~-~-~-~--~-~--~-~-~-~i J • ~ ~ J . • I Ho,mecoming 1985 . ~ 
i UNH FALL GLORIES.. ~ 
I ~Oct 24th ~ -27th · · ~ •. ' . . \l 
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111t11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111m111111111111111111111111111n111111111111111 ml11 e 
WINNER OF 5 i 
ACADEMY AWARDS! I 
·Best Foreign Substanc~ . i 
.. ; .J;Jest .. So.IUl~.Ab.out.Bleeding_ Gums ,~ i 
; ,,-Best Actress With Rubber~ T'1igh~- i 
·· ·· Bes~ .ij~y GTi_P. -~amed Lloyd · § 
. _Be&f W~tem Motel -· £ . . . ... - f . t~-~-~~-~-~-~--~-~-~-~-~~~-~-~-~-~~-~-~-~-~-~-~.o.~-~-~i t • ' ' ~ ~ 
J ' f . Remember the past, remember the glories, we've f I come a long way! Caine attend the biggest eveQt of I 
f · the year! · f 
f e .. ~--~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~--~--~-~--~--~-~•ws•ws•~•ws•~•~•ws•~ u ! ~ . ' •· Thursday Oct. 24th · The Deca·de Dance K 
f attbeMUB. ·Dressto f 
f thJ ·decade of your f 
· f choice 40's, 50's, 60's, f « ~ -~ . · . · · · 70's · BO's! \\: l. ~~-~•ws•~•ws•ws•~•ws•~•~•~-~~~--~-~-~-~-- f 
~; f , Friday Oct. 25th Annua/Homecom- « 
f ing Bonfire in Lower ,~ 
' · Quad s:oo pm I 
.
p t ,. ~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~--~-~-~.-.ws-.~•ws•~•ws•ws& ,. f ~ ~ . Saturday Oct. 26th Road Race, 9 !'m f 
, Homecoming !'a- f !. ~ radell:l5amdown · f 
~, . Main St. UNH vs. f £ · ._ · North Eastern 1 :00 f 
~ pm f 
GUII:rv 
CH\l,OFfEN 
Bostc>nFs .. Most Outrag··················--0 ............. us 
Troupe/. · 
FRl.DAY-S ~ ·& - ~1.· ·Pm· 
, ~~~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-.ws•~-~-~-~~ws•~•~ f f Ch · · f 6 en. Street • Portunouth. NH 03801 
Co"1edy 
! eenng contest! . _St a y tu: ne d to f . <~>-~~100· 
~: and much, much, . more! WUNH j ~ TICKETS $5.00 ON· SAlE NOW_{ 
if.-.~;;D.~-.~-~-~•~•ws•~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-.ws-~~-~-~-& ~ 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111~ 
5 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 mmm11m1m11111111111111111111111111115 
i Interested in Photography? I 





= = 5 
~ 
= § 
Here's Another Chance! 




beginning classes in b & w 
advanced classes in b & w 
color. classes (limited_ space). 
3 darkrooms fully equipped for 
b & w developing and painting, 
chemicals provided. 
color facilities 
-$15 for darkroom use. 
-$25 for photoschool beginning & advanced 
(b & w) classes 
-$40 for photoschool color classes 
(price includes chemicals and paper 
for class use plus access to all darkrooms) 
-registration deadline: November 1 
For more information, stop by MUSO office, rm. 140, MUB 
or call 862-1485 Ask for Brook or Don. 
= 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111011111111111 
•'. ~ ' - ' . , , , .. • - .J ,, ' ... •. 11. t "t / 
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------------LA CHAN.CE--------------
Relations with the University 
administration have never been 
better. This has and will con-
tinue to enable the Senate to 
achieve. needed changes in pol-
icy," said Ken Bartlett, chairman 
of the Judicial Affairs Commit-
tee. 
She handles herself well, she 
is a good orator and I truly 
believe she is working for the 
good of all students," said 
Ablondi. 
Some Executive Board 
members took a luke-warm 
attitude towards Ethier's com-
petence. "She has the potential 
to be an excellent student body 
president," said Robin Lans, 
chairperson of the Senate Aca-
demic Council. "I think she is 
approaching some of the p~ob­
lems the wrong way, she has to 
approach some of the issues 
differently, and listen to her 
executive boatd peers more." 
"I thought of resigning but 
changed my mind," and one 
executive board member who 
asked not to he identified. 
LaChance commented on the 
appointment of Thomason Mad-
den, Personnel and Information 
Officer of the Senate. "She was 
Deanne's roomate and the ap-
pointment was based on friend-
ship. However I think she 
(Madden) is doing a great job." 
"Yes, I believe the appoint-
ment was made on friendship," 
agreed another Executive Board 
member. 
"I did not appoint Thomason. 
A committee last year made 
recommendations to me for the 
PIO appointment, and I went 
along with the recomendation," 
said Ethier. 
Ethier made one statement 
about LaChance's resignation. 
"Any executive board, member 
of any organization that does 
not attend executive board 
meetings, does not have council 
meetings, cancels committee 




35 Main St. 
Durham, NH 
868-7051 
155 Front St. 
mandatory office hours in, (or) 
anyone who does not fulfill 
those responsibilities is going 
to have a communication prob-
lem with the execuitive board 
or administration. I'm real sorry 
he feels the way he does. If he 
put the time in to perform those 
responsibilities there would not 
have been a lack of commun-
ication and this could have been 
prevented," said Ethier. 
"I wish he could have come 
to talk to me. It is his duty as 
a chairperson, as a friend, and 
as a member of the Student 
Senate. He owes it to the exec-
utive board to give an explana-
tion. I do not know why he is 
so angry," she said. 
"Doug isolated himself from 
executive board, in terms of his 
input on issues and did not 
express his views," said Ablondi. 
"He has not had any council 
m.ee.tings since the beginr,:iing 
of the year, an<l. has had no 
communications in the Senate," 
<continued from page 1) 
he added. 
"I do not know why he did it," 
said Heather Ba-rtlett, chairper-
son of Senate Health and Hu-
man Services Council. 
"I think it is a shame; because 
Doug had a lot to offer," said 
Lans. 
"I did not even know he 
resigned," said Laura Bates, 
chariperson of the Senate Re-
sidential Life and Dining Ser-
vices Council. 
"I was not surprised. I knew 
for whatever reasons he re-
signed they were personal," said 
Ablondi. 
"Doug came into the Senate _ 
office and said to me, tell 
Deanne I'm not coming to the 
Executive Board meeting, no-
thing about his resignation was 
discussed," said Bates. 
"Doug -put his resignation in 
Deanne's mailbox. I do not like 
the way he handled the way he 
resigned. A big decision like that 
should have been discussed ~it11_ 
Deanne, it was like a hit and and procedures, but he has come 
run," said Ablondi. up with some good ideas," said 
LaChance gave an insider's Wayne Ferrari, chairman of the 
vi e·w of executive board Senate Student Activity Council. 
members: "I think the executive However, several executive 
board is working for the stu- board members are remaining 
dents, with certain exceptions," quiet. Sarah Olson, chairperson 
said LaChance. "I think Ken of the Commuter Affairs Coun-
Bartlett is always debating cil, said "I do not want to be 
poli07, not the issue. involved in this matter, I would 
"I think Ken is the biggest ... rather not say anything." Thom-. 
yes-man Deanne has," said asan Madden said, "I do not 
another executive board know enough about the issue 
member who asked not to be to comment." 
identified. Ethier appointed Mark Lav-
"I think their getting person- oie to head the CTA in place of 
alities involved in the student LaChance, last ·Wednesday. 
issues," said Ethier. According to Ablondi, the 
"I believe Ken is a little overly · incident has "shed bad light on 
concerned with following rules Deanne." 
T AS~ Tip of the Day 
When you take an exam, you should start by reading the directions 
and looking the test over before beginning to answer the questions. 
Determine how you will allocate your time based on the points assigned 
for each section of the exam. 
RESUME 









Public Service of New Hampshire is the largest electric util-
ity in th~ state of New Ha:rppshire. PSNH distributes and 
sells electricity at retail in 200 cities and towns and also sells 
electricity at wholesale to six other utilities in New England. 
The Company's primary focus is providing safe, reliable and 
inexpensive electric service throughout New Hampshire. 
PSNH is committed to its employees. This commitment is 
reflected in our excellent employee benefits program, includ-
ing health, Q.ental and vision care benefits, as well as disabil-
ity and life.insurance. We also provide 85% tuition 
reimbursement. 
With the Company headquartered in Manchester, New 
Hampshire, our employees enjoy easyaccess to Boston's cul-
tural events, as well as the White Mountain resort areas to 
the North. New Hampshire's many lakes and beaches pro-
vide residents with excellent recreational spots. In addition, 
there is no state income tax or sales tax in New Hampshire. 





Engineering: In Distribution, Systems Planning 
and Protection, Communications, and Operations 
and Maintenance in power plants 
Rates Analysis and Design 
Sign up at your Placement Office now to meet with us on 
campus November 7th. -
A COMMITTED EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER MIFNIHP 




November 1st through 3rd 
What a Weekend! 
1st Del Fu egos 
~The Fools .... 
The ·Electric Caves 
2nd David Bromberg 
~ Persuasion 
3rd An evening with 
Spyro Gyra . 
Reserved Seating $1l.SO, $10 $8 
All Shows 8 p.m. 
• c 
At The (New) -Portsmouth 
Music Hall 
431-3626 • ':I 
p • • 
------CROWDING 
the Planning Board and town 
decide on the Nov 6 meeting. 
"It could all end up in court," 
he said, "but he will have to play 
it by ear." 
Landlords will be charged 
fifty dollars a day for violation 
of the ordinance. 
The zoning ordinance does 
not effect Young Drive because 
the property was developed 
before the 1979 ordinance went 
into effect, so it is under a 
grandfather clause, Perry said. 
"The point isn't to stop students 
from living in residential areas," 
he said, "but to maintain some 
type of control on the neigh-
borhood and maintain their 
established environment." 
In one section of Durham the 
61 house lots on Chesley Drive, 
on Mill Pond Road from Cht;sley 
Drive to Oyster River Road, on 
Burnham Ave. Faculty Road 
from Thompson Lane to Mill 
Pond Road, Oyster River Road 
from Thompson Lane to Mill 
Pond Road and the eastern side 
of Thompson Lane, are all 
homes bound under the Red 
Tower Covenant, which res-
tricts these areas to single 
· family. 
In June the residents who own. 
_land and homes in those areas 
redefined the original covenant 
as "single families related by 
blood, marriage or adoption," 
said Mill Pond resident and 
member of the board of direc-
tors of the Red Tower Covenant 
Hans Helbronner. · 
"We declared that in this area, 
student housing has no place," 
Heilbronner said, "unless the 
.9~ner occupies the house and 
wishes to rent rooms to up to 
(continued from page 1) 
two students and no more." · to their neighborhoods," he said. 
Houses purchased in this area "People have lived here all 
are bound by the covenant, their lives," he said, "and are 
which is registered in Dover and reluctant to see their neighbor-
is an official part of their deed. hoods destroyed. I have lived 
New home owners have no in my home for 20 years," he 
opportunity to disagree with said, "and I dont want to be 
it. pushed out." 
"It doesn't matter if new "We are fortunate we have 
owners approve of the covenant the restrictive convenant," he 
or not, it makes no difference, said, "other neighborhoods only 
the covenant goes with the lot," have the zoning ordinance 
he said. which is relatively difficult to· 
The convenant binds all enforce." 
homes developed under the "There are few places avail-
Hamilton Smitb estates deve- able to students in Durham," 
loped in the 1950's. said real estate agent Irene 
"This area was a relatively Bragdon, "and the university 
expensive development and the doesn't have enough housing." 
developers wanted to assure that More than: 50 percent of 
the lots would not be· turned into UNH students live off campus 
large apartment buildings," he and last year 300 students were 
said. lotteried out of the dorms. 
Presently one home owner. "There are presently 5,000 
is in violation of the covenant students living on campus in-
after buying a house and renting eluding Forest Park, the grad-
i t out to seven students, thus uate school housing and the 
breaking the covenant. The student apartment," said Scott 
residents are trying through Chesney, associate director of 
legal action, to force the owner Residential Life. 
to conform to the convenant. "There is a long waiting list 
Heilbronner would n@t com- for students to get into dorms 
ment on the issue. "It's not a and their chances of getting in 
moral issue, of whether we like ·are pretty slim," he said. "And 
or dislike students or think they there are no plans at all for more 
are good or bad," he said, "but dorms." 
a building full of students next University policy states that 
to a traditional family is not once a student chooses to live 
capable of being properly har- off campus they are no longer 
monized, the lifestyles are too eligible for university hoU;sii;ig. 
different." In my persona1 oprn1on, 
"What goes on drives the students will probably do better 
neighbors crazy: radios blaring, off financially living further 
100 cans of beer on the lawn, away from campus," he said,· 
noises till all hours of the night," "especially now that the Kari-
he said, "To students what Van is free." 
seems innocent is unbearable So now that it has become 
to the neighbors." increasingly difficult for stu-
"But this is the pattern that's dents to live in residential areas 
happening all over town, neigh- of Durham and because of the 
hors simply don't want to live · · housing shortage on campus, 
around students because the more students than ever will 
lifestyles of a residential neigh- have to look outside of Durham 
borhood are not compatable and for available housing. 
peo_ple are afraid it will happen 
------REAL ESTATE-----
(continued from page 1) 
$1.75 
7 pm only 
2 pm Sat. & Su. 
$1.25 
house without it costing them 
a penny except the down pay-
ment and at the same time they 
don't have to report extra 
income on their taxes," said 
Overton. 
"And when they sell the 
house," Lamb said, "they will 
get favorable tax treatment 
through capital gains." 
Also 
9 pm only 
Invasion USA * 
Chock Norris -~ 
i ~~•llfrt Jihn i 
* * i New Acquisitions: 
* Breakfast Club Cat's Eye i 
~ Missing in Action 2 Coming Soon: i 
i Police Academv 2 . Be_verly Hills c;op i 
: Also VCR rentals ~ 
~ NO MEMBERSHIP OR DEPOSIT i 
! is required * * Special ~ * Tues. & Wed. - only $1.25 a tape * ................................ 
' . ' . 




LIVING IN THE KILLING FIELDS 
The Award~winning movie, 
/ THE KILLING FIELDS 
was base·d on the extraordinary true 
story of Dith Pran and his friendship 
wit~ New York Times correspondent 
Sydney ~chanberg. This story of 
survival in war-torn Cambodia is 
portrait of one man's will to survive. 
The film, THE KILLING FIELDS, will 
be shown _prior to Dith Pran's · 
lecture. 
·-
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1985 · 7:30 pm 
Granite State Room of the MUB · 
Students: $2.00 Nonstudents: $4.00 
Tickets on sale beginning Monday, October 21 
for full time undergra~uates and 
Wednesday, October 23 for "the 
· ·general public at the MUB ticket office. 
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Editorial 
Helping out the Sudan 
Next week, the UNH community will 
have an opportunity to suppon one of the 
most effective famine relief efforts ever 
staged from this'country. This time, instead 
of providing a stop-gap, temporary solution 
to a chronic scourge of the Third World, 
organizers hope to get to the root of the 
problem-literally. 
provide shade, and help the ground keep 
the nutrients needed to grow 'food. 
means the construction of huge irrigation 
projects and the export of sophisticated 
agricultural machinery, the Sudan's request 
for trees is, in contrast, quite modest. 
The Sudan, a country larger than the 
Louisiana Purchase, badly needs trees. The 
country's arable land is ravaged each year 
by high winds. Consequently, large areas 
of potentially fertile soil are prevented from 
retaining nutrients and moisture. By 
planting millions of trees, the Sudanese 
will save thousands of square mjles of 
valuable land. The trees bind the soil, 
The scale of last year's huge airlift of 
food and medicine to starving Ethiopia was 
unprecedented. Pictures of dying children 
on our television screens and in the press 
inspired millions of Americans to dig into 
their pockets and help famine victims 
thousands of miles across the world. But 
the frustrating aspect of the airlift was that 
while it provided immediate relief to so 
many people, the food and medicine will 
have done little to prevent a future famine. 
. The real solution, of course, is for 
countries like Ethiopia to be given the 
means to help themselves. While this often 
1 
The Sudan, plagued by civil war and 
famine, has enough problems of her own. 
Yet she has maintained a remarkably 
benevolent open-door policy, allowing 
thottsands of refugees fleeing repression · 
and starvation in Ethiopia, and war in Chad, 
to cross into the relative safety within her 
borders. If any country deserves aid, it is 
the Sudan. 
One dollar will buy one tree. Considering 
that it is estimated that a single tree could 
save several lives, it does not seem such 
a poor investment. 
Letters 
ROTC 
To the Editor: 
I am writing in response to the 
letter published October 22nd that 
denounced the visibility of ROTC 
and the military saying that it 
symbolizes the "sorry state of the 
world." Many proud Americans, 
such as myself, feel that the U.S. 
military symbolizes freedom. It is 
there to protect our country from 
any outside forces which are felt 
to be a threat to the freedom allowed 
to us as United States citizens. For 
me, seeing our armed forces on 
maneuvers, etc. makes me feel good 
in knowing that someone is getting 
ready to defend my beloved country 
if the need should arise. 
Furthermore, UNH is supposed 
to be an institute of learning. 
Therefore, if some students want 
to learn techniques in tactical 
defense, they should be allowed to 




To the Editor: 
I would like to address the 
following to Ms. Adrian Pfisterer. 
What is it exactly that you think 
ROTC and our military symbolize? 
Oppression? Submission? Sorry. 
That's not us. You don't see those 
who have decided to join ROTC 
harassing those that did not. We 
don't go around breaking up dem-
onstrations, or storming gatherings. 
We aren't here . to intimidate 
anyone. The reason for the visibility 
(the uniforms, the marching, and 
the other activities) is to let you 
know that we are here and that we 
need your support. 
Who are we? Why are we here? 
Well, basically, we are part of us 
(the students at UNH). We're in 
ROTC and we wear the unifo ms 
to let everyone know that we chose 
to join the institution that society 
collectively deemed necessary to 
protect the Constitution that pro-
tects our right to publish these 
articles. We are the ones who are 
willing to sacrifice certain of our 
rights and potentially our lives to 
protect yours. Heavy stuff, huh? 
A little corny, maybe, but we take 
it very seriously. 
Think of the countries ridden by 
oppression. Now think of the United 
States. We've chosen to help make 
sure this difference will always be 
there. The military protects your 
right to go to school here. It protects 
your rights to watch MTV, to go 
parking and to tell everyone that 
you think the military is too visible. 
Joseph F. Galibois 
• 
To the Editor: 
Why is there such a sudden ·rash 
of rather thoughtless attacks on the 
"display" of military force (a very 
limited display indeed), on and over. 
this campus? Perhaps if those who 
criticize went abroad to countries 
such as Afghanistan, or even West 
Germany, where the threat would 
be readily discernable to even their 
eyes, they would come back with 
the understanding that that which 
they so foolishly attack is in reality 
a two-pronged attempt, namely 
education in a spectrum of methods 
to deal with the threat on as broad 
a range as possible, and the pro-
tection for others, such as those who 
criticize, who seem too blind to 
comprehend, or even unwilling to 
comprehend, the nature of the 
threat. 
If you don't like the presence of 
jets overhead or ROTC boys playing 
soldier around you, go someplace 
where such activity does not .occur. 
·(Good luck). Just realize that your 
ability to do even that depends in 
large measure on the existence and 
competant fonctioning of that 
which you so stupidly attack. 
T~ever Napier 
• 
To the Editor: 
In rebuttal to the letter written 
by Adrian Phisterer about ROTC; 
I was thoroughly appalled wheri 
I read the inconsiderate remarks. 
ROTC is an organization, ~esigned 
to provide training to young ·men 
and women, who feel they have a 
duty as American citizens to give 
their country a little in return for 
what it has given them. 
I feel it necessary to remark that 
our military system is run by 
civilians, people like you. It was 
civilians who sent our military into 
Vietnam, and any way that has 
existed in or with our country. Do 
you think the men and women in 
the military enjoy training for 
and/ or entering battles which could 
potentially end their life, and 
-Other's? 
How can you honestly say ROTC 
and the military symbolize the sorry 
state of the world? Imagine the 
sorry state of this country if our 
military did not exist . I can gua-
rantee one thing for sure, you or 
myself would not have had the 
freedom to write our letters and 
· ·speak out. 
ROTC on this campus, or any 
other campus, provides training 
for individuals to work as officers 
in the service of their choice. No 
one is complaining about the train-
ing you are receiving for your 
degree; so have a little consideration 
for us. 
As far as the men bearing auto~ 
matic weapons go, these so-called 
weapons are made of hard rubber 
and used for training purposes. And 
the helicopters you talked of, 
someday they may be from another 
country and it is those men who 
will be saving your butt. 
Joe Dupont 
MS-II Army ROTC 
Caucus 
To the Editor: 
Your 22 October article on the 
Faculty Caucus meeting of the 
twenty-first violated generally 
accepted ethical principles of re-
porting. Following my opening 
remarks, which were on the record, 
the Caucus voted (without dissent) 
to meet "as if a committee of the 
whole," a parliamentary mode that 
permits discussion to take place off 
the record. This was done so that 
members could express candid 
views that would not be directly 
quoted or attributed. It should have 
been obvious to your reporter that 
the reason for choosing this mode 
was to have the most effective and 
meaningful dialogue possible on 
the role of the Caucus in the 
university governance. 
Reporters were permitted to 
observe the proceedings, and. were 
free to report on the open portion 
of the meeting as well as on any 
on-the-record interviews they could 
obtain. It was, I thought, clear that 
any report of the off-the-record 
portion would be limited to a 
general statement of the subject -..--------------under discussion. You and your 
reporter, knowingly or not, failed 
to honor this distinction, and the 
entire article from the fourth . 
par~graph on reported, with q~otes, 
a discussion that was understood 
by the participants to be off-the-
record. Because of your failure to 
honor this understanding, it may 
be necessary in the future to com-
pletely exclude members of the 
press from any similar proceedings. 
Letters to the editor 
should 









Editor's note: The caucus failed to 
follow standard parliamentary pro-
ceedure for going into executive 
session, did not satisfy The New 
Hampshire that it was necessary 
to "go off the record," and furth-
ermore, the caucus did not request 
that reporters leave the meeting. 
for verification. 
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University Forum 
The Sweeney Theory on. International 
Relations as a function· of snowfall 
'The way a crow shook down on me 
A dust of snow from a hemlock tree 
Has given my heart a change of mood 
And saved a part of a day I had rued." 
Robert Frost knew, as well as I do, that magical 
feeling, that peaceful aura, that comes with only 
one thing. He too knew that the substance, we so 
humbly refer to as snow, was more than frozen 
rain, and dust particles. He knew that snow illicits 
a feeling akin to few other things known to man. 
Think of one of the f irs_t things all the kids on 
the block do during that first snowfall; they plunge 
into the deepest spot of snow they can find and 
make "snow angels." That's a symbolism that should 
be given more thought than just a kid's game. 
The real point is how snowfall has a direct bearing 
on the way the "masses" behave. Let's start analyzing 
it on a national scale. First think of all the states 
tha~ have a large annual snowfall. Most people would 
naturally think of Alaska as a prime example. 
Alaska has about the largest annual snowfall in 
the United States. Think of where Alaska is, and 
how vulnerable it is to attack. Bear in mind also 
the high amount of natural resources that Alaska 
possesses. Think also tha,t there are a relatively 
small number of people there to defend it. According 
to the U.S. Defense Department, Alaska has never 
been attacked. I, however, would be more inclined 
to believe that on numerous occasions Alaska has 
been attacked. Or at least an attempt has been made. 
The one thing that always foils the plan is the 
attackers seeing the snow once they get there. They 
see the beautiful white ground covering, and all 
plunge into it and start making snow angels. They 
have so much fun doing that they probably forget 
what they come there for, and go home undetected. 
To continue with the United States, think of the 
troubles that have occurred within the nation. The 
first thing that comes to mind is the Civil War. 
Before you think of anything else, think about this. 
Who attacked who? Of course it was the South that 
first attacked the North. That's a pretty obvious 
example too. Not too many states below Virginia 
get a whole lot of snowfall. 
OK, you say, but what about California?! Fine. 
California is another classic example. It was the 
deadliest, dirtiest, meanest place during the gold 
rush. But then, miraculously, something happened. 
People discovered snow there, and there has been 
peace there ever since. Things do tend to get quite 
heated up in L.A. and San Francisco, but heck just 
a few hours away are the mountains of Tahoe. They 
head up nc;)fth to get a little snow, and relieve some 
of those "big city blues." Think 9f how peaceful 
shushing down the side of a crystalline giant can 
.be. 
I'm sure you' re still skeptical of the theory's actual 
effect on the United States because of some 
international incident, so let's look at them. But 
first let me give you a quick definition of "Middle 
Countries." The U.S. is a middle country because 
it's neither a cold country or a hot country. This 
is because the U.S. is not covered totally in snow 
or lacking totally in snow. The one example that 
I know you've been waiting to throw out at me has 
been Pearl Harbor. You're probably saying it was 
December and snowy in the U.S. and these Japs 
were attacking us. But look where they attacked 
us; Hawaii! It doesn't get much warmer than that 
anywhere, in December. They sure as heck weren't 
planning a raid on Crafts bury Common, Vermont. 
Another perfect example of a middle country 
is Great Britain. They have a fine history as a typical 
middle country, although a bit liberal in the sense 
that a woman is running the country. They have 
about no past history of violence or fighting, but 
yet look what happens when there is a lack of 
'snowfall. Just a cou_ple of years ago there was 
practially no snowfalf there. And what happened? 
They invaded the Falklands! Be serious! Maggy 
Thatcher taking her country (that usually sits around 
in tweed, consuming tea and ·crumpets before a 
tough game of cricket) and attacking a small island 
of sheep?! 
While we're on the subject of attacking, let's look 
at another middle country with problems; Ireland. 
How about these guys from the IRA? I can guarantee 
you that the fighting will never. stop unless there 
is an awful long heat wave. The heat wave will allow 
them to continue to fight and finally decide a winner. 
As it stands now, just when someone's on the brink 
of victory they're robbed of it by snow. A little white 
ground covering touches down and all the IRA 
soldiers drop their guns, dive into the nearest 
snowband, and start making snow angels. Then 
By Patrick J. Sweeney 
when all the snow is gone they had so much fun 
they forgot where they left off, and have to start 
again. Think about their progress. It has been 
extremely sporatic, but then so are their seasons. 
They get dumbfounded by this unexplainable feeling 
of peacefulness when the white stuff flies and stop 
all their attacks, until things warm up. 
The countries that I consider cold countries never 
have to worry about war. Look in the old history . 
books and see how many times Newfoundland, or 
Gre~nland have been invaded. I know that Siberia 
has never been invaded, and there sure as heck 
haven't been many skirmishes on the southern Polar 
Regions lately. I can't even remember ever hearing 
about Iceland in the news. The classic example of 
this is the traditional peace country. The country 
that symbolizes happiness and love: Switzerland. 
Everyone used to go to Switzerland to mediate, 
and solve problems. That's when things got done. 
Everyone used to get there a week or two early and 
hit the slopes for Some peaceful relaxation. Then 
when it came time to mediate they'd all hop in a 
horse-drawn sleigh and tour the Alps. At the end 
of the meeting they'd emerge intimate coterie. 
The warmer countries are the strongest argument 
for my theory. Think of terrorism, war, car bombing. 
What comes to mind? It's not "The Great White 
North" that's for sure. It's Libya, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, 
Iran. Those countries are synonomous with death 
and violence. They have always fought with each . 
other and they will continue to do so. After all what 
do you think Eastern Turkey's annual snowfall is? 
And how many kids in Egypt make snow angels? 
Probably the best thing we can do is send the leaders 
of those countries someplace cold and snowy for 
a while. Send Shamir, and Ayatollah, and all their 
pals, to Vail for a couple of weeks, if you want world 
peace. -
The bottom line is that we should figure out some 
high tech way of having international snowball 
fracas. This new type of warfare would have tons 
of advantages. Perhaps I can find some interested 
physicist and convince him to start research on 
a new "Jack Frost" defense system. 
Patrick] Sweeney is a fresliman business/arts major. 
WUNH 
The sign outside the door read "New 
members meeting-tonight 7 :00 p.m." 
I stooJ. there outside the door for a few 
minutes listening to the strange sounds 
emerging from a speaker perched above 
the door. Finally, realizing it was 
"music" I was hearing , I entered the 
lion's den. 
By Debbie St. Louis 
This brings me back to my first 
encounter with WUNH. When I 
entered the off ice I was told to fill out 
an application arid that I would have 
to come in for a voice test. The 
application asked what radio stations 
I listened to and what groups I liked. 
I knew what kind of station WUNH 
was, but I wasn't going to lie. So I wrote 
down WERZ and WHTT for radio 
stations and Hall and Oates, Phil 
Collins and Chicago for groups. I didn't 
dare write down Wham or Cyndi 
Lauper for fear of being laughed right 
out of the place. He took one look at 
what I had written and said "Well, you'll 
have to change that if you want to work 
here,'' with a note of ridicule, almost 
contempt in his voice. 
I'm late for 
Sociology 
By Alan Adelman 
I walked into WUNH, the student 
radio station at UNH, yesterday seeking 
to gain valuable experience in the area 
of radio broadcasting. Instead, I gained 
valuable experience in the art of being 
insulted. 
WUNH's main goal, like any other 
student organization's, should be t'o 
serve as many students as it can, 
whether that be through providing 
them with entertainment or through 
offering actual experience in broad-
casting to interested students. In my 
opinion, WUNH fails at both these 
objectives. 
The format at the station is termed 
"progressive rock." I'll resist the 
temp~ation to comment extensively 
on this music, suffice it to say that if 
this is _progress, then (to quote Bob 
, Seger) 'give me that old time rock and 
roll." True, there are many people who 
enjoy this type of music and many of 
them are here at UNH. However, I find 
it hard to believe that these people are 
in the majority at the university. On 
the other hand , many might say that 
WUNH provides alternative types of 
music and gives students exposure to 
this new music. This is fine in theory, 
but by excluding popular music (new 
or old) from their playlists, WUNH 
fails to draw in students to even listen 
to their programming, so their idea 
fails . 
Well, I don't want to change my taste 
in music and I don't want to work in 
a hostile atmosphere. If liking Cyndi 
Lauper and Hall and Oates is so funny, 
WUNH, then why does their music 
make Billboard's charts (which go by 
number of record sales), while the 
music you play gathers dust in record 
stores (if it even makes it to record 
stores!). 
Through it's musical biases, WUNH 
practices a form of subtle discrimina-
tion that keeps students from using 
the station. In this way they fail to 
achieve their objectives and violate 
the principles of a SAFC (Student 
Activity Fee Council) funded organ-
ization. WUNH is funded principally 
by the students, therefore it sh0uld 
serve the students. 
_Debbie St. Louis is a reporter for The New 
Hampshire. 
Ever stop and think? Just bring· 
everyth~ng to an abrupt halt and ask 
yourself why something works the way 
it does? 
Not daily dilemmas like who to ~at 
lunch with, whether or not to tie .the' 
shoelaces on your hightops, or which 
sweater is right for Tuesday morning 
classes. We alJ have obstacles to 
overcome. 
What I'm interested in is how each 
of us react to other people's problems. 
Not necessarily loved ones or people 
you see often, but those you don't come 
in contact with, who you might not even 
know. 
Do we have a genuine sense of 
empathy towards other's miseries and 
mis justices? 
Picture this. Passing Thompson Hall, 
you see a weird little wooden structure 
with a bunch of stuff about peace and 
freedom scrawled in various shades 
of paint all around the sides. 
You instantly say to yourself, "Oh 
man, someone s bound to ask me to 
help save the world or something. I 
have no time for that." 
"If I don't save myself from flunking 
sociology dad will stick my tuition in 
his retirement fund." 
It happens. This tired, hungry 
looking person from inside the shack 
looks you rigi1t in the eye. "Would you 
like to help put an end to apartheid 
in South Africa?" 
Fortunately, you've got the perfect 
reprieve. 'Td love to, but I'm late for 
sociology right now, maybeJater." 
The whole thing's got me wondering. 
Granted, life's short, and one person 
can only do so much, but somewhere 
along the line people not unlike you 
and I have built inpenetrable walls. 
between ourselves and others. 
Case in point. 20.9 million black 
people in So~th Africa are being 
stripped of their freedom. The whites, 
4.5 million; are oppressing them 
unhumanitarianly. 
My question is, regardless of how 
unfeasable it might be for any one of 
us to help much, how can we accept 
this tragedy, amony many others, 
without so much as looking back? · 
We all have an abundance of seem-
ingly credible excuses. I'm too old. But 
my friends---. I just can't afford the 
time. 
We all are bombarded with the trials 
and tribulations of other people, 
whether it be our closest friend, worst 
enemy, or 20.9 million black people 
who live an ocean apart. 
We'd all do well if we chose to 
consider their misfortunes as well as 
our own. 
. If you choose not to choose you still 
have made a choice. 
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Arts & features 
Parsonage Gallery debuts silkscreen sensations 
By Cathy McCarron 
The paintings are alive with 
bold blues and greens of the 
Presidential Mountain Chain, 
clusters of solemn birches ex-
ploding with vibrant oranges 
and reds, and dark, moody lakes 
accented with striking, white 
sails. Fall in New Hampshire. 
What better way is there to 
complete Homecoming wee- · 
kend than to capture this sea-
sonal splendor from Calvin 
Libby's Art Exhibit? The Na-
shua artist's reception is on 
Saturday, October 26th, from 
5 to 7 pm at the Parsonage 
Gallery on Newmarket Road in 
Durham. Libby's show which 
can be viewed through No-
vember 23rd, features 27 acrylics 
arid silkscreens. 
artist after graduating from the 
New England School of Art 
some thirty years ago, Libby 
spent twenty years working in 
advertising for different com-
panies throughout New Eng-
land. Only over the last ten years 
has he had the freedom to work 
soley on his own painting. 
Libby's lifestyle is non-stop. 
• 
Libby's foundation is impres-
sionism. "Then I just take it 
from there," he says. Though 
the subject matter sticks bas-
ically to nature, his style revels 
in diversity. From an acrylic of 
muted blues with dusty red 
geraniums, to a silkscreen pro-
file of an ominous, black tree 
He has had several one-man 
shows as well as participating 
in numerous others. A former 
president of the New Hamp-
shire Art Association, he is now 
a member of many such organ-
izations in New Hampshire and 
Massachusetts. Libby had vo-
lunteered time and art to N.H. 
Public Television, and designed 
their 25th Anniversary poster. 
He is the recipient of many art 
awards including the Sagendorf 
Award, the Copley Society of 
Boston, the Currier Award, and 
the Art in N.H. Prize. Libby 
presently teaches at UNH at 
Manchester and Rivier College, · 
concentrating .on the exciting · 
art forms of silkscreening and 
acrylks. 
ery creates _a relaxing environment 
, surrounded by visceral flow~ng . "Art 's new~st m~dium," ~s 
roots Libby offers somethmg Libby refers to acrylics, are his 
for e~eryone. specialty. Having c?mple~e.d 
Beginnine as a commercial . over 2,000 works, this prolific 
-- . -- - . - -- - ·- --· . - - - -- -- - . -· - ·- · - . --..... -
artist expressed his iieed tor a - to art' achieves a less liquidy IooK 
"fast-paced art form," stemming while maintaining its versatility. 
from w~tercolor, Libby's .fi.rst Libby experiments with orig-
_fo~_e, _!~ts 2~~yea~-~ld addmon inal methods~~spl~shing 
..-~~~~~~--~~~------~----"""!!!"!~--....... ------"""'----------------------------...... 
1/ 
Local artist, Calvin Libby's silkscreen, Snow Fields 2 was part of his exciting presentation 
at the local Parsonage gallery. (Cindy Rich photo) 
\Boomer-mania comes to UNH 
Boomerang 
by Benjamin Ruhe and Eric 
Darnell 
Womock Publishing, New 
York 
By Matt Hollond 
Boomerang, the new book by 
Benjamin Ruhe and Eric Dar-
nell, is a most i.nteresting piece 
of literature. Its words soar and 
spiral gracefully, slowly wafting 
it into the dim horizon some-
where between that of manual, 
essay, and physicists's thesis. 
From opening launch to con-
cluding--grasp, Boomerang is 
the definitive work on aborig-
inal aeronautics and their con-
temporary counterparts. Best 
of all, this delightful little guide 
arrives complete with the "Dar-
nell Boomerang," a lightweight 
model ideal for beginning 
rangers. 
Boomerange is divided into 
four sections; one on the origin 
of boomerangs, one on throwing 
a boomerang, another on boome-
rang construction, and finally, 
one section on boomerang 
games. All of these chapters 
mesh together nicely, and the · 
book has a certain coherence and 
cohesiveness that instills the 
reader with awe and admiration. 
The authors, both world-class 
boomerang competitiors, spare 
no pains in their labors, and all 
of their theories are well-tested, 
well-documented, and well- _ 
written. Often, they take special 
pride in refuting common 
boomerange myths. 
Did you know, for example, 
· that boomeranging relies prim-
arily on fitness, not strength. 
Or that true aborigines used 
their boomerangs for rituals, 
not hunting. All of this, and 
much, much more, is true. 
Sitting back to read the book, 
however; isn't nearly as much 
as testing its hypotheses. Science 
demands proof, and my quest 
for proof was as noble as the 
royal falconer's seal. Hardly had 
"Boomerang's" golden pages 
hit the table 'ere I was standing, 
Darnell Boomerang in hand, in 
the middle of a large field. 
BOOMER, page 19 
many centuries ago. The Chi-
nese dried berries to create 
different colors. Libby uses 
between 8 and 14 colors which 
involves up to 100 sheets of 
paper to effect the layered look. 
"Originally the staunch con-
servatives of the art world 
thought silkscreening t<.:>0 com-
mercial and thus inferior to the 
more classical art. But when the 
name was changed from silks-
creen to seragraph, all the Andy 
Warhols of the world were 
satsified," said Libby. It has since 
gained considerable respect as 
a high art form. 
Having grown up in Stowe, 
Vermont an~ cur!_<:_ntly r_:s!~,i~g 
r 
a1rty water on hts patntmg to 
evoke a grave, mysterious look. 
Silkscreening, a much older 
!!t_f_o~m, or:_iginated in China 
in Nashua, N·ew Hampshire, 
Libby has always had an infa-
tuation with nature in its purest 
state. "In fact," says a serious 
pbby, '.'I \Yill neve~ pu,~ a pers_on 
1r:i a_pamttr::ig of mme. 
Libby's art is widely popular. 
His paintings can be seen from 
the East Coast to California, 
where, he says, '.'Everyone is a 
transplant anyway, so they all 
want to remember the East." 
We can expect to see more 
excellent art from Calvin Libby. 
"For," he says, "in art there is 
always room for growth, and 
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taste sensation 
By Ed Gar}_and .. , aroma or bouguet or," Gildea-
.. . . .... ,".. · Today we 11 Dinzeo said. "It is usually a 
·:,. " . · · " .. . :·,,. .· :'. ·:· .:· ~be expanding your ho~.izans fruity, pleasant smell." 
· .. · '.: . :.. . · ... above and beyond beer, Kat- "Next look for the legs or 
· .. · : · hleen Gildea-Dinzeo, UNH's body, do this by swirling the 
alcohol and drug educator, said wine around," Gildea-Dinzeo 
to a group of about 30 students. said." A coating will come down 
Gildea-Dinzeo and Paul Hart the side of the glass." 
of Residential Life and Director Hart said if the wine has 
of Babcock ~all gave. a presen- many legs, it means the wine 
tation on wrne tastrng at the is full-bodied, it "has lots of guts 
Undergraduate Apartment Com- to it." 
plex Thursday. Gildea-Dinzeo said that by 
Gildea-Dinzeo and Hart be- putting wine in the mouth and 
gan the presentation ,by di~tri- combining it with air, a clearer 
buting cups of Taylors Caltfor- taste arises. 
nia Cellars white wine. She also The participants all tasted 
explained to the audience dif- their wine in this manner, 
ferences between white and red making slurping sounds. 
wines, including the fact that "You'll find at a restaurant 
white wines are chilled before that the richest people in the 
serving white wines are aged world make gross noises with 
and are' fermented without the wine, said Hart. 
grape's skin while red wines are ' The group moved onto anoth-
illlilliliii1il aged,arenotchilledandferment er white wine, a Chardonnay with the skin. 1984, after clearing their palates . Gildea-Dinzeo said there is with assorted cheeses, breads, 
.: Ulie:= :atie~s·jiieatirig"tlii:ttt.lt .flfttL= a twenty point system for rating • anq fruits 
wines and showed the students 
four methods of doing so. 
As Gildea-Dinzeo described 
Gildea-Dinzeo said the reason 
for sampling food in between 
wine tastings was to avoid 
adulterating the taste buds and 
the two white wines, the instruc-
tors progressed to two red 
wines, a Mouton Cadet, costing 
about $7 .00 a bottle and a 
moderately priced Chainti Clas-
sico, costing $5.50 a bottle. 
The group used plastic cups, 
but Gildea-Dinzeo said a wine 
glass is better because it is 
tuliped to hold the aroma in and 
the glass' neck keeps the hand 
from_ warming the wi~_e~ 
Atter tasting, a few partic-
ipants agreed the Mouton Cadet, 
which is made from a combi-
nation of different grapes, had 
a woody, sour taste as opposed 
to the Chainti Classico. 
Hart and Gildea-Dinzeo said 
that choice of wines is all a -
rp._~~r o( pers9nal _taste. 
liecky Woods, assistant man-
ager for undergraduate apart-
ments organized the alcohol 
awareness-related event with 
the consent of Carol Bischoff, 
-Director of Residential Life. 
"We wanted to show that 
students can-drink in moder-
ation and that there is an 
alternative to just "guzzling," 
Woods said. 
a waj.itogo 
neo-psychedelic "Higher than 
the World," featuring an un-
expectedly appropriate violin 
solo by Billy (the other Legend) 
Currie. __ _ 
Side two also begins strongly 
and gradually declines in pot-
ency. "The Glory of Love" comes 
first, upbeat and rocking, before 
sequeirig into the title track, 
"Waiting for the Floods." This 
is easily the most textured song · 
on the album. The musical 
arrangement is exceptional; the 
Legend's lead guitar solo actually 
seems inspired on this piece. 
In acfdition to supplying a 
solid bass line to "A Sense of 
Freedom," Universe adds some 
fine harmonies to this next cut. 
The Captain should have let this 
man (concept?) sing more on 
the album. 
"Sleep City Sleep," with- the 
Legend's extensive use of har-
monics, is again very reminis-
cent of U2. (The Legend, the 
Edge-could there be a connec-
tion?!) "Avalanche" closes out 
the album in a verv lam~ 
ma_!l.ne.r: --
. t ·rnally, allow me to offer 
some advice to the Armoury 
Show: find someone who c~n 
write lyrics. And remember-
groovy names do not a band _ 
make. Let's see some more 
originality next time. 
---------------BOOM:ER---------------
<continued from page 18) 
My first toss was a total and in the area I'm sure I would've 
complete failure. Perhaps I hit them too. The Darnen 
.l~iill,\i!\l~~i!i§l,\:!:~:f:S:\l\~~~~\i:!~\~ll!i:~~~\\:~~~~;::::::·::\.:'jUS<~l'liiif.:~~\t\i~ta~ill~@f:l~~:§:' w:t::;rn~:i:tt:::i threw the boomerang at the · Boomerang's life guard orange 
· . color became a crucial factor. 
wro~g angle. Perh~ps my gnp It shone like a beacon from high 
was rncorrect. In either ca~e, I - in trees deep in the brush or 
had a nice long walk to retrieve far far'awa fiotn where,I'd -
the toy. My second attempt was h ' .t Y 
11 d. 1 Th b t rown I . e<_Iua Y ism.a· . e ?0meran~ Eventually, however, I did 
· done. If the catcher reacts too 
slowly, he or she may get 
clonked. Too fast a reaction 
resuitsln numb bands. As-it was, 
I ended up with both a clonked 
body an~ numb hands. . 
did reverse its direction, but It manage to rriaster the ·boome-
also came horribly close to rang. I seeked out at least three Boomerang may not be the 
decapitating a jogger. There are throws where the boomerang great piece of writing that War 
many wrong ways to throw a came back to my general area. and Peace is, but it is a lot of 
boomerang. I was learning most Catching the boomerang is fun. If you buy it, make sµre you 
of them. _ - another matter. Ruhe and Dar- read page twenty (the safety 
Throughout the afternoon, nell suggest the "sandwich rules) before your zeal carries 
I became an expert on boome- method," which consists of ... you-outdoors. Then find a field, 
rang hunti!lg~ Trees, rocks, ~nd . trapping the plummeting plas- a very large field, and let'er rip. 
it~l§~~tl~- errant blades of grass were easy _ tic between two outstretched The fun will be back in just a 
s __ marks)f then~ had been any cars ..... ~rms. ~h~s is easier said than -:: second. 
,... 
- , / • ' '. i \ I. • . I -, , ' r J. • •. • _,, -· ··.'.~ .• ,. ,·,-.. ·,· - .... 
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by stating "The UN does not oping countries. These are 
mean much to the US or the deficit countries, that need every 
Soviet Union, but to the Third kind of assistance imaginable, 
World it is important. · said Carson. 
Of the 160 nations in the UN, "One hundred and four of the 
roughly 125 nations are devel- 125 nations owe $1 trillion to , ••...•.•••.............................•.••.• . ' .  
: TASk Tip of the Day : 
: Take the amount of ti~e you need for completing an exarn. Just because ; 
• some students finish before you does!'l't mean that they know the • 
I material better. Everyone works at ~rent rates and those people I 
: who finish early might be guessing. . I 
.............................................. : 
Put your degree 
to work 
where it can do 
a world of good 
Your first job after graduation shou Id 
offer more than just a paycheck. 
lf'you're graduating this year, look 
into a unique opportunity to put 
yoµr degree to work where it can do 
·a world of good. Look into the 
Peace Corps. 
OCTOBER 29-Film/lnfo Session 
Hamilton Smith Hall, Room 216, 
7:00p.m. 
OCTOBER 30-lnfu Booth, MUB 
9:00-4:00. Interviews, Career 
Placment Office, 9:00-4:30. 
Whwall.::Boase 
_An~.· 
Directions: Take Spaulding Trpk. 
To Durham. Leave Durham to-
wards Newmarket on Rt. 1 08 1 -
1/10 mile. Turn right on Bennett 
Rd. Go to end. Turn right on 
Pa~kers Falls Rd. Go 1/10 mile. 
Turn left on Wiswall Rd. 
< continued from page 4) 
wealthier nations. These na-
tions receive much of this 
assistance through the United 
Nations Economic Council," 
Larson said. "If support was not 
available to these nations, the 
Third World nations will have 
serious difficulties in three to 
six." 
"In all my research and read-
ing, I believe the UN is dedi-
cated to a one world peace,,under 
a one world government. All 
the money financing these na-
tions, has a price, and that is 
submission of people's free-
dom," responded Anderson. 
"While people are fighting their 
systems, the United States· peo-
ple go on financing it. Time is 
running out, as more people are 
falling under the Soviet Union. 
Stop financing governments, 
and people will be able to change 
their own systems," said And-
erson. 
Import-Export Bank, when the 
Soviet Union uses that money 
against people," Anderson said. 
Larson said in response, "The 
Soviets and its allies are bent 
on world domination and want 
to see its views prevail globally. 
We are dealing with a substan-
tial threat and a serious chal-
lenge. 
However, the UN is not pro-
Soviet Union, Larsen continued. 
The UN in the long run does 
not support Soviet aspirations 
of world domination. The UN 
charter is fundamentally a pro-
ject on of our values. It is similar 
in values to the US Constitiu-
tuion, its Charter on Human 
Rights is similar to our Bill of 
Rights. 
"Why hasn't the UN stopped · 
... banking US tax dollars in the 
The UN has become more 
democratic in the past 20 years, 
he said. The bottom line is it 
is promoting democracy and 
human rights. Meanwhile, any 
progress made by the USSR in 
the third world is done by force. " 
MubPub 
Presents: 
Thurs. Oct. 24 
Now Sou;Dd Express 
Fri. Oct. 25 
WUNH 91.3 Night 
Sat. Oct. 26 
TOUGH GUY NIGHT 
"Rebel Without a Cause" 
"On the Waterfront" 
Next week: Halloween 
Costume Party 
UNH ID/Pos ID Required 
Contact Lenses 
~Complete line for daily or extended 
wear 
. •Tinted lenses and lenses for astig-
matism now available for extended 
. wear 
•Several thousand contact lenses in 
stock for same day delivery 
• 20% off any eye glasses when you 
purchase contacts 
• ~eplacement lenses start at $49 per 
pair 
(Exam and professional services not included. Ca// 
for details). __ -
ors. Alia I menard 
Optometrists 
[ffi · - C!CJ 
476 Central An .• -Donr. NH 
742-5719 
Donr HMS: M111 •• Thurs., Fri. 9-5 
Tun. 9-1 Wlds. & Sal 9-12 
Jenkins Court. Durham, NH 
- 868-1012 
Durham Hours· 
Man .• Tun •• Thurs •• °Fri. 9-5 
"The UN has a policy of 
sup,pprt of submit Qr_ starye. 
This is a. policy the UN has.tor 
one world peace," said Ander-
son. 
The two then discussed the 
prevention of war by the UN 
and its role as a peace-keeping 
organization. 
"The UN has not prevented 
any wars or conflicts," said 
Anderson. "Why has the UN 
·not censured the Soviet Union 
for its activities against human-
ity in Afghanistan? It has done 
little to emphasize the cruelty 
and brutality in Afghanistan." 
Larson said he agreed the UN 
has not stopped wars. "There 
have been over 140 wars and 
conflicts since World War II," 
according to Larson. "The US 
ran a war in Vietnam for ten 
years and the UN could not 
touch it, because the US was a 
superpower." 
Anderson said the bottom 
line was that she "wants the US 
out of the UN, and the UN out 
of the US," but she added she 
oelieves the UN is a fundamen-
tally important world organ-
ization. 
According to Brook Boyer, a 
member of UNH International 
Organization, the debate was 
a success. "I believe it was not 
a debate but a discussion, and 
I was very pleased with it," he 
said, adding "It really informed 
me about a lot." UNH Interna-
tional Organization sponsored 
the debate. _ 
....,---MON.-----
L - Double Decker BLT 
D - Mushroom Serloin 
TUE. 
I. - Monte Cristo 
D - Teriyaki Steak Kebab 
WED. 
L - Tuna Club 
D - Herb Fried Chicken 
------·THURS.----_.. 
L - Hot Turkey Sandwich 
D - Veal Marsella 
.... ---- FRI.----11 
L - Clam Roll 
D - Baked Stuffed Shrimp 
SAT. 
Ham Steak 
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Tweeter Has Top-Name Video 
At Guaranteed Lowest Prices! 
At Great Northern Sound, we think 
we have the best selection of top-
quality, top-name video compo-
nents in all of New England. And 
right now we're featuring a num-
ber of them at guaranteed low-
est prices.t 
Video Recorders 
Fisher 805 VHS video recorder with 14-day 3-
event programmabr'ity, qurck-timer recordrng, cue, 
review, still-frame, 105-channel cable ready tuner, 
wrreless remote cOl'ltrol. $349 $20 Month* 
NEC VCN-901 VHS video recorder with t>No-
Largo-Scroon T"'s NEC 2510 high-resolution 25-rnch color monitor ~ ~~ T; TV with built-in MTS stereo decoder, stereo amp & 
Kloss NOVABEAM Model 2 5-foot color mon- speakers, cable-ready tuner, multiple inputs & out-itor TV. Projector rolls away for storage when not rn puts both front and back, wireless remote control. 
use Requires optional tuner or can connect to your $699 40 Month* VCR's tuner Prrce rncludes delivery & rnstallatron. 
$2 795 NEC 2610 high-resolutron 26-rnch color monitor 1 $95 Month* TV with built-in MTS stereo decode~ stereo amp & 
' speakers, cable-ready tuner, multrple rnputs & out-
puts both front and back, wrreless remote control. 
$849 $40 Month* 
Miscellaneous 
MaxellJ-120 (VHS) or L750 (Beta) vrdeocassettes 
$4.99 
Maxell HGX high grade T-120 (VHS) or L750 
(Beta) vrdeocassettes $5. 99 
Maxell HGX "Gold" super-high-grade T-120 
(VHS) or L 750 (Beta) vrdeocassettes. $7 • 99 
Allsop video recorder clea~rng system, VHS 
or Beta. $17.99 
CWD TV monrtor cart wrth video drawer and glass 
doors. Light oak, dark oak o~ walnut. $399 
·If you buy any of these featured v1de~ components 
at Tweeter; and ftnd the same product cheaper at 
a local, authonzed dealer w1thm 30 days of pur-
chase-prove 1t and we'll refund the difference. 
·Approximate monthly payment for qual1f1ed cus-
tomers usmg the Tweeter Charge Card revolving 
credit plan, no money down, 18 "O annual per-
centage rate on remammg balance 
Close-0.ut Super-Specials 
Some New • Some Demos • Some Discontinued 
event 14-day programmability, stop-action, fast Kloss NOVABEAM Model One 6V2-foot Canon VR-40A "VHS Hi Fr" portab'e 
video recorder $699 
picture search, wireless remote control. color monitor TV Requires optronal tuner or can $369 $25 Month* connect to your VCR's tuner. Price includes delivery 
& rnstallation . $2,995 $100Month* 
NEC VCN-911 3-head VHS video recorder with 
cable-ready tuner, multi-event recording program-
mability, still-frame, speed-search, wireless remote 
Color Monitor TVs 
NEC 1305 high-resolution 13-inch color TV 
monitor with "RGB" input for use as computer 
monitor or for TV viewrng. Wireless remote control. 
$399 $25 Month* 
control. $399 $25 Month* NEC 1420 high-resolution 14-inch color TV 
monitor with square tube for larger viewing area 
and rncreased picture linearity, 142-channel tuner, Fisher 815 VHS video recorder with Dolby stereo 
sound system, 7-day 5-event programmability, three 
special effects, wireless remote control. 
$449 $25 Month* 
Fisher 820 VHS video recorder with MTS stereo 
· sound system with Dolby noise reduction, multi-
event programmability, wireless remote control. 
$499 $30 Month* 
NEC VCN-912 three-head VHS video recorder 
with Dolby stereo sound system, MTS stereo de-
coder, 4-event programmability, slo-mo, wireless 
remote control. $499 $ 30Month* 
Fisher 830 VHS video recorder. All the features of 
Fisher 820 plus 4-head recording system for superb 
special-effects like freeze-frame, slow-motion and 
high-speed picture search. $549 $35 Month* 
NEC VCN-70 Beta-style video recorder with "Beta 
Hi Fi" super-fidelity stereo sound system, 3-week/ 
8-event programmability, good special effects, wire-
less remote. $599 $ 35Month* 
Fisher 840 6-head VHS video recorder wrth 
"VHS Hi Fr" super-fidelity stereo sound system, MTS 
stereo decoder, six special-effect playback modes, 
15-functron wrreless remote control. 
$799 $40Month* 
NEC VCN-961 VHS video recorder with "VHS Hr 
Fi" sound system, MTS stereo decoder, Dolby NR, 3-
week/8-event programmabrlrty, great specral effects, 
wireless remote. $899 $40 Month* 
wireless remote. $399 $25 Month* 
NEC 1901 high-resolution 19-inch color monitor 
TV with built-in stereo sound system, cable-ready 
tuner, multiple inputs & outputs both front and back 
;:>anels, wireless remote control. 
$499 $30 Month* 
NEC 2020 high-resolution 20-inch color monrtor 
TV with built-in MTS stereo decoder, stereo amp & 
t>No-way speakers, cable-ready tuner, multiple 
inputs & outputs, wireless re~ote contml. 
. ' $599 $40 Month* 
Audio Control aud10-v1deo 
enhancer/synthesrzer 
Denon AVC-500 surround-sound 
amplifier/synthesizer 
Fisher 715 VHS video recorder 
Fisher 810 VHS video recorder 
Fisher PC-205 20-inch monitor-
recerver 
Fisher PC-:320 25-inch monrtor-
receiver 
Proton 619 19-rnrh mnnrtnr,recerver 
Proton 600M/600T/302 19-inch 
monitor /tuner I speakers 
Proton 602M/600T /303 25-inch 
monitor /tuner I speakers 
Canon vc~200 color video camera 
with auto-focus 
Canon VR-30A VHS portable vrdeo 









Canon VT-40 programmable tuner-timfr 
unit for use with VR-30A or VR-40A ~399 
Canon VT-50 "docking" tuner-timer 
unrt for use wrth VR-30A or VR-40A $39,9 
All Canon Video 
Accessories- 203 off 
NEC 2501 25-inch monrtor-receiver $599 
NEC VCN-738 Beta-style video 
recorder $169 
NEC VCN-20 Beta-style video 
recorder $199 
$999 




NEC VCN-739 "Beta Hr Fr" vrdeo 
recorder 
NEC 2505 25-rnch monitor-recerver 
$399 
$699 
520 Amherst St., Nashua 880-7300 
Mall of New Hampshire, Manchester 627 .. 4600 
Fox Run Mall, Newington 431-9700 
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A genuine agate necklace in neutral colors. This necklace 
can be worn casually with a sweater, or as an unusual finish 
with a strapless dress. ( 18.99). Earings are also genuine 
stone, and come in assorted colors (20.00). 
4. The popular item for the 
season: Roman coin jewelry. 
Gold plate or pewter relicas of 
Roman coins. Necklace alter-
nating gold/pewter coins 
(35.00). Bracelet (30.00). Coin 
earings, gold-plate ( 17 .50). 
3. Natural wood bracelets from 
India look great wtih a big knit 
sweater or a summer cotton top. 
Dark and light wood (10.00). 
By Fiona Jameson 
Jewelry is a very important 
part of most people's wardrobes, 
men and women alike. But for 
some women, going out without 
iewelry is like going out half-
dressed. Jewelry serves several 
purposes: it makes a statement 
about the wearer, it compli-
ments different clothing, and 
makes a person feel adorned. 
Diamonds may be a girl's best 
·. friend, but who can afford them? 
You don't have to shop Tiffany's 
to be stylish. The styles of 
. jewelry available today are as 
varied as different ~omen's 
- ( 












AT THE LOWEST PRICES ... 
is your store for quality, 
selection & low_ prices. · 
our sweatshirts & 
sweatpants are made 
of a rugged cotton 


















A complete selection of prints are also m 
available for sororities & fraternities. 
1 
.___----;., ,TUARI' 'HAlftl, 1t-----.l. 
.. -





6. Shown is a selection of rhinestone 
pieces that add sparkle to any outfit. 
Simple or elaborate, rhinestones are 
perfect for the coming holiday season. 
From left to right, necklace with 
purple stones (20.00), long necklace 
with blue stones (25.00), long dangle 
earings (8.39), long earings with 
purple stones (30.00), square earings 
(8.00), n'ecklace with green stones 
(27.00), bracelet (10.49). Above, gold 
plated pin with-rhinstones ( 18.00). 
Earings (12.00). 
tastes, and prices are suited to 
every budget. The jewelry 
shown here illustrates some of 
the styles that are popular this 
season. 
Of course, the classic gold 
chain and string of pearls will 
never go out of style, but now 
the approach to jewelry style 
is bofder. Big is in. Colorful is 
in. Rhinestones are in. This 
season, the jewelry is somewhat 
ornate, creating a look that gets 
noticed. 
Large peices of brightly co-
lored costume jewelry are pop-
ular, and one of the real hits for 
the fall is the Roman coin, on 
2. Pearls anytime, all the time. 
The classic pearl necklace in 
several lengths worn seperately 
or together compliments any 
outfit. By Marvella, 18" strand 
(14.00), 24" strand (17.50), 30" 
strand (18.50). Pearl earings 
to mci,tch, also by Marvella 
(12.50). 
ne.cklaces, braclets, pins and 
earings. These coin peices are 
bright and attractive, but tend 
to be pricey for what might be 
a short-lived trend. 
For the holiday season, a sure 
bet is rhinestones. What was 
once thought tacky and for old 
ladies or western singers is now 
one of the most popular items 
on the jewelry market. Who can 
resist the sharp sparkle that is 
so reminiscent of a diamond? 
Shine and sparkle are always 
. ·glamorous, and festive. 
So have fun and be creative 
with jewelrey hunting this fall-
anything goes. 
All jewelry courtesy of Filene' s 
.Dressy costume jewelry for evening wear. Necklace has 
large black and pearl beads with rhinestones, alternating 
with small black and gold tone beads (28.00). Earings have 
white center with rhinestones on black qase ( 16.00). 
. Gold coin belt by Accessocraft 
($60.00). 
. Grey snakeskin belt by Pearl 
($20.00). 
Taupe leather belt by Dame 
($15.00). . 
Diamond studded black hose 
by Diamond Baguett ($7.99). 
Dotted Swiss hose, in a variety 
of colors, by !ields ($2.99). 
I, t'~11 ~ ·'l ·i•' ,·I:,-.., •,-~,--;,,·~· .. ,'\.l/>f"I 
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. Black leather belt by Calderon 
($47.00). 
By Leigh Hope 
The purpose of a belt isn't just 
to hold your pants up, belts were 
designed to be decorator items 
as well as practical pieces. A be.It, 
or two, can be the answer to that 
not quite complete wardrobe, 
or that almost fantastic look. 
This season there is a large 
selection of waist clinchers to 
be found all over Portsmouth 
and Newington. Mostly what's 
being shown around town are 
a variety of widths and lengths. 
Belts now are designed to go 
with anything from a pair of 
jeans to an elegant black velvet 
dress. They have really become 
a necessity since in the influx 
of the big oversized shirts and 
padded shoulders. Without a 
belt, to redefine the waist, a 
person could tend to look lost 
under some of today's fashions. 
Floral print in lavender by 
Gamine ($7.00). 
By Leigh Hope 
It doesn't cost a fortune to 
update your wardrobe. For as 
little as $2.99 you can buy a pair 
of stockings that will add new 
dimension and intrigue to a 
wardrobe long since forgotten. 
With the new styles of hosiery 
emerging this season you can't 
go wrong. . 
Anything goes this fall. It's 
almost like deja vu seeing lacy 
stockings and seamed nylons 
again. With all the new colors 
and textures catching on, a buyer 
can go crazy trying to decide 
which hosiery suits her best. 
These selections courtesy of 
Field's Hosiery. 
Multicolored hand beaded 
belt, made in China, for Jordan 
Marsh (~40.00). .. · 
The wider belts that are out 
today lend a focal point to an 
outfit. These belts come in an 
assortment of colors, styles, and 
textures. Some of the more 
popular are a basic plain leather 
piece in a solid color (they go 
with everything), or something 
in snakeskin, usually in a neutral 
color. These belts are often 
wrapped around the waist more 
than once and then tied in a 
large knot on the side, or even 
in the back. These wide belts 
may also be seen resting on the 
hip. They usually sport a b~g 
heavy clasp which helps to keep 
the belt from riding up. 
Of course the traditional thick 
leather belt will always be in 
style, expecially to wear with 
jeans. Although designer jeans 
are becoming a fashion of the 
past, these belts remain tried 
and true to the new jean rage 
These selections courtesy of 
Jordan Marsh. 
of peg leg and paisley print. Or 
if you like a thin belt but want 
to try something a bit different 
there are many new textures to 
choose from. There are lots of 
snakeskin these days, or some-
thing perforated.· 
Another popular item, but a 
little more expensive and 
trendy, are coin belts. These look 
best when paired with a very 
basic dress. They are usually gold 
and add a jingle to your walk. 
They are fun to wear, expecially 
·for night:-time. 
Whatever belt styles you 
choose you really can't go wrong. 
Belts, like any other accessory 
can give your outfits a lift. Most 
range in price from $10.00 to 
$50.00, so instead of spending 
you next paycheck on a whole , 
new outfit, spend a portion of 
it on a new belt and watch yoµr 
wardrobe possibilities grow. · 
Seamed hose, in a large 
selection of colors, by Fields 
($2.99). . 
The most popular is lace, and oi:i.ly . .is this the latest fashion, 
running a close second is dotted but it is also extremely warm. · 
Swiss, and everyone wants black. For those of you who have a 
Of course those styles are strick- chronic case of running your 
ly for night-time wear. For stockings, don't despair-tights 
daytime we're seeing bright are back in style. These tights, 
colors in sheers and opaques. · expecially when worn with the 
However there isn't a limitaion · layered look, can add flair to a 
of one color per pair, these plain colored skirt or pants. Or 
nylons and tights are multi- get a wildly printed pair, some 
colored. There's paisley, floral, are especially designed for this 
checked, or polka dotted. You season with pumpkins and black 
decide what you J_ike best. cats woven right into the fabric. 
Hose is now being worn as Don't shy away from this new 
merely the. base piece for a new hosiery hoopla, ~t' s economical 
multi-layered look, sporting as and it's fun. 
many as four layers of socks! Not 
Photos by Leigh Hope and Fiona 
Jameson. 





"r'OU DON'T HAVE 10 PLAY 
WITH THAT PATHETIC LITTLE 
BALL OF YARN, NE.RMAL. 












GIMME.· A LISUT ! 

















By, GARY TRUDEAU 
S4l,7H& 
WRP P.IORl<S 
IN .. · 
By Jeff .MacNelly 
--WALK--
(continued from page 5) 
tional program. 
"Any change that moves us . 
toward a world that we can be 
happy ab<?ut depends on peo-
ple/; McK~y said. "How much 
are we gorng to allow greedy 
rich, powerful people to ruin 
our beautiful earth?" 
Debi Reger, also of the NH 
Womyn's Peace Network said 
there were two reasons for 
calling attention to the sqip-
ments. First is the concern of 
public safety if an accident 
should occur on the rails. 
Secondly, Reger said since the 
shipments are kept secret from 
the public, the present dangers 
of nuclear weapon production 
are also hidden from them. 
"We are not setting ourselves 
up as self-righteous," McKay 








Kodak MP film ... Eastman 
Kodak's professional color 
motion picture (MP) film 
now adapted for still use in 
35mm cameras by Seattle 
FilmWorks. Its micro-fine 
grain and rich color satura-
tion-meet the exacting 
standards of the movie 
industry. Shoot in low or 
bright light from 200 ASA 
up to 1200 ASA. Get prints 
or slides, or both, from the 
same roll. Enjoy the very 
latest in photographic 





. 0 Rush me two 20-exposure 
rolls of your leading KODAK 
MP fib - Kodak 5 24 7® (200 
ASA). Enclosed is $2.00. I'd 
like to be able to get color 
prints or slides (or both) from 
the same roll and experience 
the remarkable versatility of 
this professional quality film. 
NAME ______________ _ 
ADDRESS ____________ _ 
CITY ______________ __ 
STATE ZIP ____ __ 
Llmit 2 rolls per customer.· 
Kodak 5247 is a registered trademark of the 
Eastman Kodak Company. 
Mail to: Seattle FilmWorks 
P.O. Box C-34056 
Seattle, WA 98124 
"'1984 Seattle FilrrMbrks 




DOMINO'S PIZZA IN DOVER 
I 
• 





If your pizza does not 130 minute arrive within 30 minutes, 
present this coupon to I guarantee Jhe driver for $3.00 off 
vour pizza. I Jne coupon per pizza. I 
I Fast, Free Delivery I· Broadway, Dover I 
I 









(In Dover only) 
Good taste ... That's 'llfhat 
Domino's Pizza is all 
about. Fresh, taste-tingl-
ing pizza delivered right 
to your door in 30 
minutes or less. Just 
call. Mmmmmmmmm ... 
no problem! 
Our drivers carry less 
than $20.00. 
Limited delivery area. 




50 Broadway Ave. 
open.for lunch 
11 AM-12M1d Mon-Thurs 
11 AM-1 AM Fri & Sat 
12 Noon-11 PM Sun 
Positions now available lor 
management and hourly 
personnel 
Ask about our par1y 
discounts 
Our drivers carry less 
than $2000 
Limited delivery area. 
. 198' Domino s P 11 :a 1nC 
. Menu: 
Our Superb • ~~ 
Cheese Pizza \';7. 
12"Cheese S4 25 
16"Cheese $6 25 
The Vegi 
Mushrooms. Ripe Olives. 
Onions. Green Peppers and 
Extra Cheese 
12 · Veg1 S 7 85 
1s ·· veg1 s11 25 
The Price Destroyer~ 
Special por11ons of nine 
1tern5 l( 1 ' '•:• p r 1t'P Of five 
Pcp::it'ra111 Mushrooms. 
Ripe 0!1ves Onions. Green 
Peppers .. Ground Beef. 
Sausage. Ham and Extra 
Cheese 
12 ·· Proce Destroyer S 8.75 
16'.Price Destroyer ' 512 50 
Domino·s Deluxe 
Five items for thl' p11ce of 
four Pepperoni 
Mushrooms. Onions. Green 
Peppers. and Sausage 
12 " Deluxe S 7 85 
16"Deluxe $11 25 
The Hawaiian 
Three 11ems for the price of 
two. Ham. Pineapple and 
Extra Cheese 
12"Hawa11an $6 05 · 
16" Hawa11an $8 75 
Addiflonal items . 
Pepperoni . Mushrooms. 
Ripe Olives. Onions. Green 
· Peppers. Ground Beet. 
· Sausage. Ham Anchovies 
Hot Pepp<!r. Pineapple. 
Exira Cheese. Exira Sauce. 
Extra Thick Crust 
12 " P1zza S 90 peritt\p, 
16 " P1zza $1 25 peritem 
16 oz. bottles 
of Coke" SSC. 
Prices include tax 
r----------------------, 
I $1.00 off I I I 
I I 
I any large one-item pizza I I I 
I I 
I Expiration Dec. 1 I 
I One coupon per pizza I 
I 
Fast, Free Delivery 
I 
I I 
I Broadway, Dover I 
I Phone:742-8411 I 
I ® I 
I 
Good at Dover location only I I 1. 
L-----------•----~-----~ 
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CLASSIFIED 
Don't miss the Kappa Sigma/Chi Omega 
Haunted House-it will be a truly horrifying 
event 
Come to the Kappa Sigma/Chi Omega 
Haunted House-if ' you think you can 
handle it 
Come see the Greek freaks at the Kappa 
Sigma/Chi Omega Haunted House on 
Halloween night, October 31 
Laurie F. So you think it won 't happen? 
You're lucky the pix aren 't in . Maybe 
Tuesday's edition. See you at the bonfire 
tonight and the game tomorrow! SHUT-
TERBUG 
Wags: What would freshmen camp have 
been without you? What is it going to be 
without you? Oh Wags, your cute little smile, 
those sexy eyes and your unique form of 
transportation-What more could a girl 
want? hopefully soon-YSA 




Amalie 10-40 Motor 
Oil 
.99¢ .per quart with 
this a·d 
no limit, valid Durham store only 
Your complete auto parts headquarters spe-
cializing for the do-it-yourselfer 
Brian S. Happy Halloween. Wish i could 
be with you at URI! Hope you like your 
package. Can't wait to see you on the 8th. 
Take care and do great in your game this 
weekend . Missing you Love Brenda (P.S. 
You 're definitely doing something right!) 
SCOPE AND WUNH invite all you HEAVY 
METAL ROCKERS to come out of the 
closet, bang your heads and party Friday, 
Nov. 8, 1985 at 8:00 p.m. in the ~ranite 
State Room. FEATURING FATES WARN-
ING AND ATTACKER Classic HEAVY. 
METAL in the tradition of JUDAS PRIEST 
and RATT. All ages admitted. Tickets go 
on sale next week $3.00. uneerage student 
with valid UNH ID. $5 non student. Watch 
for ticket sale date in Tues . NH Be 
Radical .. . Be Daring .. . Be there!! 
To UNH friends and Alumni. Miss you all 
truly. Wish I was there. Have an extra great 
tiem and come and see me in San Diego. 
Love John K · 
Add some fright to your Halloween Night! 
come see th Kappa Sigma/Chi Omega 
Haunted House on Thursday night. October 
31 between 8-11 pm. All proceeds to benefit · 
the United Way! 




Super Saver! Round trip ticket from Boston, 
MA to Dallas, Texas . Thanksgiving! 
$285.00. Leave November 26, 6:30 p.m . 
from Boston. Return December 7, 9:30 p.m. 
Boston. Contact Diane Marin 436-2831 
or 431-2019 
Who would think in a town this small, that 
such an event would occur at all. It 
happened again and the tow's a simmer 
Durham has two Boston Phoenix Puzzl~ 
Winners 
Matt, I thank you very much for what we've 
had and I am more than sorry for what we 
couldn't. "When we are parted. let me lie 
In some far corner of thy heart, Silent, and 
from the world apart. hke a forgotten 
melody." By Aide, Always Jen 
Lori the magic jacket does it once again. 
Nothing could stop us Sat. night except 
maybe another Planter's Punch (does it 
taste strong !o you?) I'm still floatfng on 
a green way cloud . The last book I read 
was " l.M. in love by URA Dr.earn." ARGHH! 
• 
Space will be available in some Semester 
II honors courses on a first come first 
serve basis. For further information please 
contact your college advising office or the ~ 
. Honors Program Office, Thompson Hall, 
Roo: 209:.862-3~28. .. .. ,. . 
Hey Delta Chi!!! Are you ready to spend 
your fall Glory Days with Devine? Get 
psyched for a Homecoming to end all 
Homecomings! 
OK DEVINE' What are you doing this 
weekend? That's right , having the time of 
your life with DEL TA CHI! Let's hve the 
greatest Homecoming ever-it's the big-
. gest event since whole milk returned to 
the dining hall, so BE THERE!!! 
DELTA CHl .. .DEVINE Not just an ordinary 
Homecoming team 
Did you see WBCN's Rock 'n Roll Rumble 
this summer? How could you miss out?! 
MUSO is proud to present rumble winner. 
Down Avenue in the PUB Novemb er 2nd 
Wahoo!! Don't miss it. 
To our friend seeking affection and com-
passion, we hope you got your fill. Thanx 
for the hugs, kisses and .. . Next time we'll 
have to do something about the bunking 
problem. love U-B and C 
. RESIDENTS OF: Babcock, Hubbard, Wil -
liamson, Christensen, mini dorms, don 't 
forget to check your mailboxes Monday 
Christopher Robin. Happy Birthday to you' 
This is only the second of many more 
together. They get better and better ... Sorry 
about dinner. Can you take a raincheck? 
Remember the first time you ever said that 
to me? Hope you have the happiest day 
ever! I love you very much. Winnie the Pooh 
Friends of Brian and Jay are invited to a 
champagne breakfast Saturday morning· 
(Homecoming) at 8:30 a.m. See you there. 
Wonder Woman Watch for the return of 
Superman 
You three guys in Apt B-2 in the GHETTO 
who I call my roomies are the best!! Get 
psyched for Homecoming because it 's 
here. Croc go nuts! Hi Kathy and Meg. Love 
Zootzy · 
L,K,L, etc. Thanks for the B.B. Day ... cake 
and comatose, what else coudl I want?!! 
Leatha 
SHANTY ON WHEELS GRADUATE PROGRAMS IN 
SOCIAL WORK 
In a continuing effort to educate the 
UNH community about the s(tuation in 
South Africa, UN H People for a Free 
South Africa are bringing information 
to your dorm in the course of the next 
few weeks. 

















Learn more about the 
crisis in South Africa 
and how you can be-
come involved. 
Admissions Directors from New England Masters 
Programs in Social Work will be on campus to provide 
information on admission, graduate education, and post-
master's employment opportunities. 
DATE: Tuesday, October 29, 1985 
TIME: 2:00-4:00 p.m. 
PLACE: Carroll Room at the MUB 
Anyone from any department, interested in graduate Social Work 
education is invited to attend. Representatives from the following 
will be present: _ _ 
. BOSTON COWGE SCHOOL or SOCIAL WOii 
BOSTON DJYEBSm SCHOOL or SOCIAL WOD 
DODE ISUND COWGE SCHOOL or SOCIAL WOii 
SIMMONS COWGE SCHOOL or SOCIAL WOii 
SMITH COWGE SCHOOL or SOCIAL WOD 
UNIYEBISm or CONNEmCUT SCHOOL or SOCIAL WOBl-CONCOID 
BUNCH 
"' 




Alcohol Awareness Week 
October 21-27, 1985 · 
Schedule 
Cool-Aid is a crisis intervention hotline 
operated and staffed by UNH students. 
Our confidential services are access-
ible to the UNH student body, toll free, 
anywhere in the state of N.H. 
Cool-A.id is not only for people ex-
periencing crises. No problem can be 
too small. We can help you solve your 
problems, lend a helping ear or simply 
refer you to a contact that you may 
need. To find o.ut more, call . 
What's on tap: Alcohol Education at UNH 
Saturday, October 19, 11 am-noon 
Carroll-Belknap Room, MUB 
Alcohol/Drug Awareness Exhibit 
Monday, October 21, 10 am-2 pm, East West Wing, MUB 










M USO presents 
Alternative Beverage Bar 
October 21, Noon-1 pm 
October 22, 10:30 am-1 pm 
October 22, 4-6 pm 
October 23, 10:30 am-1 pm 
October 23, 4-6 pfn 
October 24, 10:30 am-1 pm 
October 25, 4-6 pm 
Sponsored by 
UNH Alcohol Advisory Committee 
Division of Student Affairs 
Health Service Consumer Board 
TOUGH GUY NIGHT 
in the M UB Pub! 
Saturday, October 26, 1985 
"Rebel Without a Cause" 
starring James Dean, Natalie Wood 
· 7:30 p.m. 
Students $1. 00 
Nonstudents $2.00 
"On the Waterfront" 


















Roommates Wanted 11'.il' 
Roommate needed in December for an 
. apartment on Main Street in Durham. Great 
location!! Only $160 a month . Call Julia 
or Meg 868-1545. ~ 
Help wanted Ifill 
Persons wanted for leaf raking . Oct. 26, 
27, 28, $3.50 per hour. Call 659-5106 
Nordic Skiers Gunstock is seeking inter-
mediate nordic skiers to instruct X-country 
and telemark skiing weekdays/weekends. 
Contact: NORDIC TOURING CENTER, 
Betsy Kretschmer, Director, P.O. Box 336, 
Laconia, NH 03246 
4-H Camps registrar. Duties : Process 
applications for 4-H summer camps ; 
receive deposits, enter data into computer, 
send confirmations and material 
Immediate opening: CWSP- eligible student 
to work Tuesday & Thursday morning for · 
federal! funded on: campus program work-
ing with disadvantaged NH students. Varied 
office-based responsibilities. Rate of Pay: 
$4/hr. Call Carolyn Julian at 862-1562 
OVERSEAS JOBS .. Sumeer, yr. round.Eu-
rope, S. Amer. Australia, Asja . All fields 
$900-2,000 mo. Sightseeing. Free info . 
Write IJC, PO Box 52-NH. Corona Del Mar, 
CA 92625 
Want to be a FRESHMAN CAMP COUN-
SELOR? Well, applications are available 
now on the office door-Rm. 135 MUB . 
Interviews are also required, so sign up 
on the window right across from our door. 
Interviews will be held until Dec. Have a 
blast! 
Short order cooks wanted. Mon. & Wed & 
Fri. 10 am - 3 pm Work Study or non. 
Experience perferred but not necessary. 
Apply mornings or afternoons at UNH Dairy 
Bar862-1006.AskforDana 
Good natured, responsible, non-smoking, 
over 30 person needed to share large, 
beautiful, party furnished house in ports-
mouth with one woman and one cat. Four 
bedrooms. washer I dryer, yard, parking, 
walk to everything, 1 1 /2 bath . Ideal fro 
professional needing office/study space. 
$300 plus 1 /2 utilities . Leave message 
433-1324 
WORK STUDY JOB, RECEPTIONIST, 
CLEAK, PROGRAM AID. Semesters I & II. 
Answer phones, handle inquiries, office 
work, computer entry work, assist coor-
djnators with various aspects_of program. 
Responsible person who can deal with 
public. Will train on computer. 12-20 hours 
per week. Call UNH Field Experience 862- · 
1184, Verrette House 
1'--~..__.· _•_;.,_,._· ._ .. _ .. _J_ r~ I 
Renrill 1200 Baud Modem IBM PC Com -
patible direct connect manual dial $120 . 
664-2787 
For sale: 1972 Chevy Impala. Many new 
parts, runs well. $480 or best offer. Call 
659-6330. After 6:00 p.m. · 
1977 Subaru 2 dr 4 speed body good, runs 
great. Good winter car. Call Andy at 436-
0045 eves. 
LIVING ROOM COUCH EXCELLENT CON-
DITION $125. KENMORE FREEZER 5/1 
cubic ft. Like new $175 QUALITY MAG -
NAVOX STEREO RADIO CONSOLE $175 
call 772-2940 
1983 Suzuki FA SO motorcycle, 1050 miles 
fruns great, 75 miles to the gallon. Only 
used one summer. $300. 659-3630, eve. 
after 6 
AIR HOCKEY TABLE, 6 ft x 371 /2 " Coleco. 
Jet Air Hockey table. Mint conditon. Price 
new was $695. Now $375. Call 436-1123 
or 436-0713 
For sale: Sofa bed; blue-green cover: good 
condition; $75, 868-2298 5-9 p .m. or 
weekends 
For sale: 1983 Camara Berlinetta loaded. 
Excellent condition, 50,000 highway miles. 
$7900. 7 42-7907 evenings , keep trying 
if no answer 
1976 Chevy Impala, 4 door, AC, Cruise, 
AM/FM like new interior, good body, good 
running car. $800. 7 42-7907 evenings . 
Please keep trying if no answer 
For sale: 1978 AMC Concord plus steering, 
power brakes. A/C, AM/FM cassette runs 
and looks great! Karen 862-1688 days 
(207)698-1328 eves & weekends. $950. 
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1977 Mercury Comet, green, automatic, 
only 66,000 miles. Runs well. no rust. Needs 
tires. Must sell. $759. Call 868-1927 eves. 
or before 7:30 am 
1976 Honda Civic well cared for - must 
sell! $550 or best offer . Call 868-6650 
evenings 
DRUMS Black Gretsch: Bass, Snare 
w/stand , Tom, Floor Tom, Pedal , $200 . 
(2tConcert Toms w/stand $85, Zildjian 
22" Cymbal $75, stand $20, Dildjian hi-
hats w I stand $125, Peavy lo- imp. micor-
ophone w/cord and case $40. Greg 749-
5147 
For Sale:. Stereo, NAO Receiver and Mission 
Speakers, new with full warranties, plus 
Thorens Turntable with Audio -Technica 
Cartridge; $450. Call days, 463-7407, ask 
for Lance 
For Sale: 1972 Chevy Impala. Many new 
parts- runs well. $480 or best offer. Call 
659-6330. After ¢ pm 
Expert Typing with Word Processor and 
letter quality printer. Also fleunt in German. 
Accurate, fast, and confidential. Call after 
5:30 pm 664-2756 
SMALL JOBS DONE: College student will 
a truck can do: Moving and hauling, rubbish 
removal, landscaping and ott}er off jobs. 
Call Mal 659-2909 
Professional Portraits both black/white 
and color done for reasonable prices. 
Modeling Portfolios can always use a new 
shot! Call for Rob Bossi at 868-6314; leave 
message 
LOST AND FOUND 
Foudn bracelet near Field House Wednes-
day, 16 October. Call Joe, 7 49-4494 
Lost: One Brian Leno. If found please call 
749-5129 
_P_erso_nals~]~ 
Paul you're never going tci get it, but keep 
tryi~g . Monica 
The brothers of Kappa Sigma and the 
sisters of chi Omega Lnvite you to visit our 
Haunted House fundraisers to benefit the 
United Way at Kappa Sigma, 59 Main St. 
on Thursday, Oct. 31 from 8-11 pm 
SAH Thanks for everything. You have been 
wonderful to me. you're always there when 
I've needed you. Smile and be happy. Love, 
you know who 
AREA 3, don't be clueless. Ke'ep your eyes, 
ears, and ARMS open on Monday. 
Bo-bo, miss you tons! Keep the "kitties" 
away! Love- Jo 
Tei Doug D's secret admirers : Sorry the 
weekend alone in the mountain is taken . 
And for your info-he's "personally " 
wonderful! 
To Sandie's Dad-The weekend alone 
sounds great and I'll always bear with you. 
I'm pulling on my ear at the thought of you 
too ... Sandie's Mom 
SPRING BREAK!!!!!!! LETS GO!!!!!!! FORT 
LAUDERDALE, DAYTONA BEACH, BER-
MUDA AND THE BAHAMAS. Go with the 
best in the business-Crimson Travel 
Service . Phamphlets are posted around 
campus . For additional info call Gordon 
749-0830 
CRIMSON TRAVEL SERVICE PRESENTS 
SPRING BREAK 1986!!!!!!!1!!!!! Look for the 
yellow flyers. For more info and any 
questions call Gordon 7 49-0830 
If the Government reinistates a Military 
Draft, what will you do: become a conscien-
tious objector to war, become a draft 
resister, en~st? Make your decision NOW! 
For confidential military draft counseling 
call Stephen Nelson at 862 -2479 or 862-
1123 
SKIERS-Be a sk i instructor. If you are 
strong intermediate, or better, skier, GUN-
STOCK has full and part -time positions 
available-weekdays/weekends. Improve 
your own skiing.,Meet new friends. Contact: 
GUNSTOCK SKI SCHOOL, Sally Roberts, 
Director, P.O. Box 336, Laconia, N.H. 03246 
or call: 293-4341 
Roomate needed : Dover on K -Van , 
$187 /month incl. heat and water. Three 
other people, 2 bathrooms. Call Jim or Frank 
749-6596. 
Models needed. Also fashion reporters and 
photographers. This will look great on your 
resume and portfolio. See Leigh Rm 151 
MUB or calll The New Hampshire 2-2070 
Attention Women! I am an elderly student 
(mid 30s) A tall, attractive NAVAL Reserve 
Officer who likes the finer things (off 
campus) If you ' re slim, attractive let's 
exchange letters and photos. Write P.O. 
Box 127, Durham 
CRIMSON TRAVEL SERVICE PRESENTS 
SPRING BREAK 1986!!!!!!!!!! Look for the 
yellow flyers . For more info and any 
questions call Gordon 7 49-0830 
SPRING BREAK!'!!!!! LET'S GO!!!!!.(! FORT 
LAUDERDALE, DAYTONA BEACH, BER-
MUDA AND THE BAHAMAS. Go with the 
best in the business-CRIMSON TRAVEL 
SERVICE. Phamphlets are posted around 
campus . For ·additional info call Gordon 
749-0830 • 
Peer Advising Offered Tues 10/22~Fri 
10/25 for al I, Communications majors in 
PCAC.2nd floor stairwell from 9am-2pm 
because pre-pre registration is for all By 
Permission Co'urses from 6pm-9pm 10/28 
Mon 
Sig Ep-Thanx for the unexpected visitors 
Saturday am. They were a lot of fun, so 
was your cocktail party . They made our 
weekend . Signed: The spontaneous DZ 
girls 
DZ Head of the Chuck crew: What an 
awesome weekend! May be next time Jen 
will remember it! Great roadtrip, the next 
one will have to be to LEHIGH-what great 
guys. Thanx for a blast. Jane 
$10-$360 Weekly /Up Mailing Circulars! 
No quotas! Sincerely interested rush self-
addressed envelope : Success, POBox 
470CEG, Woodstock, IL 60098 
REDIRECTION-A Christian Ministry seek-
ing to help those in homosexusl bondage 
to freedom through Jesus Christ. Come 
to one of our weekly closed meetings. 
Please write to Redirection Ministries, P.O. 
Box 37 40, Manchester, N.H. 03105 
Non-sexist wholistic counseling & therapy 
transitions, relationship, lifestyles personal 
empowerment and growth Ramona Abella, 
MA. Ports.mouth, NH sliding scale. -
(603)431 -4691 
Frats, Teams, Clubs!!! We will knit CUSTOM 
RUGBY JERSEYS for you in any color or 
stripe pattern. $32 each. Steyenson USA, 
82 Broad St., Flemington, NJ 08822 
(215)386-6047 
BARTENDING-Prepare for a good paying 
part-time or 'vacation job. Get hands -on 
professsional training behind an actual 
. bar, with lots of practice time. Easy and 
fun our way. Certificate awarded . School 
is licensd and is on UNH Kari-Van route . 
Visitors welcome. Evening classes. Call 
or write for Free Brochure. MASTER 
BARTENDER SCHOOL, 84 Main St., New-
market. Tel. 659-3718 
$10-$360 Weekly I Up Mailing Circulars! 
No quotas! Sincerely interested rush self-
addressed envelope: Success, POBox 
470CEG, woodstock, IL 60098 
To the UNH football team-The best of luck 
on Saturday. Romp all over the Huskiest 
Happy Homecoming! -Alpha Phi 
To the UNH hockey team-Good luck on 
your season opener. Slap that puck! Alpha 
Phi. 
Tim - Pumpkinating was a real experience 
to say the least. Have any other new and 
exciting i.deas? Give Ted bear hug for 
me. 
Karen, Chris, Hope, Tim and Steve, thought 
it was time 18 Young Drive got another 
personal. Just wanted to get MUSHY and 
tell you your the best roommates I ever 
had. 
Smith Hall International Center Presents 
Inside Story . Beyond war : the road to 
nuclear Sanity with Tim Karklay, former 
US Navy pilot. Monday Oct. 28th Smith Hall 
7:30 p.m. 
The Delta Chi Fraternity wishes the best 
of luck to the UNH varsity hockey team 
this season. 
The men of Delta Chi will be at Snively 
Arena Friday night to cheer on the Wildcat 
skaters vs. Providence. Will you? 
Dan (Bill) - Thanks for the fri ed dough 
delivery. Last weekend was great, this one 
has potential. .. Come & visit anytime, day 
or night! Tudor 312 - By the way, where'd 
Craig go? Didn 't he have a good time? 
Come to the Bonfire TONITE IN THE 
LOWER QUAD at 8:00 pm- it's FREE!!!! 
Get pscyhed for Homecoming! FALL 
GLORIES starts tonite in the Lower Quad 
at 8:00 pm it's FREE!!!!! _ 
Bonfires parades, cheering contests, 
dances, dinners. Where can you get all 
this? At the UNH Homecoming 1985!! 
P. YOU REALLY CONFUSE MEI But if that's 
what you want, it's o.k. with me. 
The Delta Chi Fraternity wishes the best 
of luck to the UNH varsity hockey team 
this season. 
Phi U Bake sale - Monday 10/289-5 MUB. 
Buy your spook a goodie. 
MB-Great personal Friday-It was sort 
of like the Live Aid concert , Venezuela-
.those supposed invites to your parties, 
or your phone call Saturday night. Good 
thing I didn't hold my breath or anything 
AMY and SUE: As Buscaglia once said , 
"When you respond to me so I feel special , 
it will make up for all those who, during 
the day, have passed me up without seeing 
me."-Thank you for not passing me by. 
Even when "THEY" forget us and all we 
do for them, even though " THEY" don 't 
realize the thought, the effort, the time, the 
meaning and, I hate to sa•y it, the money 
we put into them, I remember. And I know 
you are special. Always remember that 
I love you.-Chris 
PLACE YOUR BETS NOW! Who will score 
the first goal tonight? Will Charlie let the 
green line play? (Let's go green!) Will Prach 
be ready by Nov 15 or end up owing 2 extra 
pizzas? Can Rosie slip one of his famous 
slapshots to Terreri's nick in time?" Will 
UNH's "fearsome" freshmen be able to 
live up to their name? How will Rat do with 
his "right hand man" in Calgary? And 
question of questions .. will Dean fall down 
while sliding around with the water bottles? 
(No cheesecake if you do!) 
Hey Sportsfans! Today is the day the REAL 
sport begins and we want everyone there 
to see our yYILDCATS play. C'mon! Let's 
all get psyched and make Lively Snively 
rock tonight! We want to hear our "WIN-
NING TEAM" cheer!-Chis & Amy 
Hey D2-New Apartments, Lisa, Beth.Pam, 
and Larry'!!'!! Get psyched for an awesome 
weekend: Hockey, tailgating, football, 
partying, and of course Inky Binky!!'!ll 
MENS SOCCER TEAM-Thanks for swing-
ing by arid Showing support at our games. 
The wave was positive and appreciated . 
Good luck in your last couple of games. 
You deserve wins-so CRANK!! LOVE YOU 
GUYS A LOT-Cindy P 
WAGS! Here it is baby! Wags, you 're the 
greatest. Mike 0, you and I must get 
together to hang and jive. I miss seeing 
you and love you so much! Go nuts and 
bag that serious study acton-C.Pierce 
Have you seen P. Bradley lately? Cute isn't 
he? I just wish he was more visible, don't 
you? JAF 
K.Baby(aka u.w)-Let's stand outside again 
and talk when it's 20 degrees. Fun time. 
Sorry about the chain! Come over Friday 
for your ONE drink. B-
HEY! You hit me aga in and I'm gonna hit 
HIM. Got it? you heard me! HA-HA 
AS SUBSTOP TURNS ..... Will T's ship ever 
come in? Is it true Jim is living in the back 
room now? Will Pumpkin ever get any R-
E-S-P - E-C-T? Will Dennis ever get any 
taller? Is Grace as amazing as we have 
heard? Why does Charles hang out in the 
walk in? Will Deanne ever learn how to 
dance? Does Gina really think she can 
dance? How did Karyn really become a 
shift supervisor that fast? Will Sally ever 
work? Will PW ever stop eating? I heard 
Steve prefers Molson a bezillion times 
better than Becks. Will Cuda ever get up 
on stage at the Nip? How come there is 
nothing to say about Joan? Will Hawk ever 
give us a raise? Stay tuned for the answers 
to these and many other questions. And 
remember, it is better to look busy than 
to be busy! 
Hey Keith H. on the second floor of Lord: 
Where the hell have you been! Miss you! 
Wine coolers and pizza again? Give me 
a call , 0 Tay? Love Lista 
Hey guys in D-2, Beth and Larry : This 
weekend is going to be awesome! Get 
psyched' Champagne and orange juice. 
Yum!'!! Let's go wild' Love you! P.S. Don't 
worry, Larry!I (hee, hee) 
Hey T.G. You swivel-chair cowboy, we hea; 
you found another hick alternative to 
WOKQ! You sly redneck you! From your 
admirers further down the cow trail. 
Jon now that you figured out what to do 
with the boomer-rang, are you going to 
figure out how to control the other thing? 
SigEp-Get psyched for an adventurous 
weekend' We aret - Alpha Phi 
SAE Little Sister pledges-- get psyched 
for a great weekend with our brothers. Your 
a great addition to the house! Phi A, love 
your sisters. 
SCOPE - All students interested in voll!n -
teering for production and security for 
(HEAVY METAL MANIA) must attend a 
mandatory meeting, Tues. Oct. 29 at 6:00 
in the Strafford Room of the MUB. 
The men of Delta Chi will be at Snively 
Arena Friday night to cheer on the Wildcat 
skaters vs. Providence. Will you? 
Sheils - What's up? Bored again . Hope you 
don't mind. Let's go shopping again, I need 
clothes and help with Christmas shopping. 
You're the best. See ya soon. Take care 
RBW 
Sigma Phi Epsilon-Are you looking forward 
to Homecoming? We are. It 's going to be 
blast! We love you-Alpha Phi. 
Heya Smittytlt's time for another trip to the 
launch pad pronto' It's getting awfully chilly 
in New Hampster but a there's a warm spot 
for hawkers like you . Let's not make 
countdown a whole month next time, ok? 
Love, the Rocket Polisher. 
Kimmy: Here's to a year full of encounters 
of the tingly kind. After all, you're 19 nowt 
Keep in trouble, sis, it's fun . Happy Birthday. 
Love, Kim . 
EARL R. - happy 50th birthday' It's about 
time you put the pink flamingoes in the front 
yard along with the Virgin Mary neon plastic 
shrine - don't you think? Love, Carrie. 
Kim hyphen - I hope when you read this 
the IPT's will all be untraumatized and out 
of trouble after last night's festivities. Happy 
Birthday and here's to uncelibate behavior 
at 19. Frances P.S. Black sheep drink lots 
of Rosato! 
Sa-rah - Thanks for being a friend. You're 
one person I hope to get to know better. 
By the way, what is a 16 oz. keg? How much 
does it cost? Take care. RBW 
Amy D. - Where have you been? Come on 
over for dinner sometime. Call me. Your 
sis, MKK 
Farm Boy: Thanx for movies , oatmeal 
cookies, smiles, pong, dancing, crescendos 
and pancakes - NAT. 
RBW - Go to class or I'll tell mom. Please 
do me a favor .. .. Be happy. Remember, 
you're my buddy and all my buddies are 
happy campers. Take Care SAH 
Wonder Woman - How are the pinheads? 
Hope you have a fun time. Is Cindy coming 
up? Hope so. Party Saturday, our place . 
Take care. Clark Kent. 
Barry - Can I borrow your $95.00 jacket 
again? It's pretty cold out. 
HANGGLIDING: We promise not to send 
you off a cliff on your first try but you will 
get your feet off the ground and fly by the 
end of the weekend. Join in on a great 
weekend sponsored by NHOC Nov. 1 -3 
Hanggliding. For more info. contact NHOC 
MUB 129. 
TO THE PLEDGES OF THETA CHI , AWE-
SOME Time Thursday night. When's the 
next raid? Love, The "Scoop Queens.'' 
PIKE - Get psyched for a great Homecom-
ing! Love, the sisters and pledges of Alpha 
Xi 
Purdy- Happy 22nd Birthday!! We're going 
to go all out to celebrate this great 
occassion tonight , so g-et ready to party 
· like old times. MF 
BAS - I hope you have an amazing birthday. 
If you leave it up to me I promise it will be. 
The first year was amazing, let's keep it 
up. J'aime toi . SUEN 
That personal was amazing!!! 
Hey Bro'st Tomorrow's the big day! We're 
ready to go crazy and have a wild time with 
you' Love the 0 .0.C._S_. _ _____ _ 
Sheila - How about Roller skating with a 
special frierd . Don't forget Nov. 2nd Let's 
have a great semester. Things are looking 
up, got my mind straight. Take care. Love 
Rich 
Dear Elephant Man, thanks for all of your 
help , the creatures look marvalous! If it 
wasn 't for you we would still be walking 
around collecting papers . To show our 
appreciation, how about dinner sometime? 
Please, R.S.V.P. The "pledges" 
Hey Frankie -sorry about the head but I 
always thought a furor was a controversy. 
Andy. 
Like to ski? 2 spaces left on Jan. 2-18 trip 
to Switzerland and France. $1130 plus ski 
passes . Call prof. Planner 3532 or 868-
2737 
ATTENTION AREA 1111 ARE YOU ONE OF 
THE CHOSEN? Check your mailboxes 
Monday. 
The men of Delta Chi will be at Snively 
Arena Friday night to cheer on the Wildcat 
skaters vs. Providence. Will you? 
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Wildcat women's tennis team clips Connecticut 
By Chris Urick 
After a big win, sometimes 
teams are supposed tq let down 
and be put back in their place. 
This was not the case for the 
UNH women's tennis team 
however, as they defeated a 
talented UConn team 5-4, after 
winning the Seaboard Confer-
ence Championships last week. 
record to 7-3, with a stra!ght 
set victory over Marrikate 
Murren, and Chris Stanton and 
Jane Schleisman continued their 
impressive play, by winning 
three set matches. UNH 's 
number one player, Ami Walsh, 
lost for only the third time this 
year to UConn's Dena Cocozza· 
in straight sets. Walsh, as well 
as Stanton, both placed first in 
their singles bracket at the 
Seaboard's last week. 
straight sets. 
UNH coach Russ McCurdy 
was very pleased with the out-
come of the m_atch. "It was a big 
win for us, especially against 
a team that beat us 8-1 last year. 
It was a very exciting match and 
it was definitely a sweet victo-
ry." 
Due to a scheduling mixup 
UNH was unaware that the 
match was going to be played 
at UConn. "It was also a good 
win because we didn't even 
know we were going down there 
last week," said McCurdy. "It 
was a good win against .a team 
that beat us lasr'year, and it was 
on their home courts." 
UNH will finish up the sea-
son this weekend, as they travel 
to the University of Vermont 
to take on a fifteen team field 
at the New England Champion-
ships. UNH finished tenth last 
year and are hoping to improve 
on their finish this year. 
UNH will play Walsh, Rad-
den, Stanton, and Mullen in the 
singles, and .at doubles they will 
play Fischer and Reed, and the 
new:ly established team of Pha-
neuf and Dietz. 
Coach McCurdy is optimistic 
about the meet. · 
"We've been gaining a lot of 
experience these last few weeks. 
We're looking for good perfor-
mances from our individuals, 
to add points in our battle for 
the team title. We're hoping to 
crack the top six." 
Once again it was the singles 
competition that carried the 
team to victory, as they won four 
out of the six matches. 
Freshman Debbie Dietz's fifth 
singles match proved to be the 
defensive match, and after three 
hours, and two tie-breakers, she 
defeated Maureen McKone, 6-
7 ( 4-7), 7-6 (7-4),and 6-3 to give 
UNH the victory. 
UConn made it interesting 
in doubles by winning two out 
of three. Ami Walsh and Jen 
Radden kept their perfect dou-
bles record intact with an easy 
6-1, 6-1, victory, but UNH's 
teams of Dianna Fischer and 
Megan Reed, and Michelle Pha-
neuf and Laura Hebert, lost in 
BU fights __ past men's soccer 
Jen Radden ran her singles By Pat Graham 
---M.HOCKEY---
A funny thing happened to 
me the other day. I went to a 
fight and a soccer game broke 
out,. or is it the other way 
around? (continued from page 32) 
East MVP Chris Terreri in goal, 
with only Dan Wurst and Shawn 
Wit ham experienced back on 
defense. F.reshmen Perry Florio 
and Jack Hughes start on de-
fense, while first year players 
Neven Kardum and Luke Vitale 
start on the first line. 
Lowell is waiting to make its 
move this year with only four 
players gone from last year's 
upset team. Five defensemen 
return, led by Paul Ames, and 
Carl Valimont. Jon Morris, John 
Shumski and Doug Burns pro-
vide scoring, though depth is 
a question. Goalie Dana Demole 
can be hot or cold. -
Last year's last place team, 
Maine, completed a major sha-
keup bringing in nine new faces. 
With the best recruiting in the 
east, this team could 'surprise 
many people before the end of 
the year. Up front Dave Wens-
ley and Ron Hellen lead the 
attack. Freshman Bruce Major, 
Vince Guidotti, Chris Cambio, 
Bobby Corkum and new sopho-
more Mike Golden join the 
· team. The new defense includes 
Eric Weinrich, Shawn Ander-
son, Jack Capuano, and goalie 
Al Loring. 
Thus while BC and BU have 
fairly stable lineups, the remain-
ing five teams, UNH included, 
will rely heavily on the perfom-
ance of their new players. 
Predictions: l)BC 2)BU 3)Lo-
well 4) UNH 5 )Northeasten 
6)Maine 7)Providence. 
-:ARNOLD-
(continued from page 30) 
see students grow and I've 
certainly seen that in her." 
"Margie is a very sensitive 
person," says coach Anderson. 
"She's very honest and can see 
both sides of a situation. Margie 
is a real person. There's nothing 
fake about her." 
And on the soccer field, 
opponents are finding that out 
for themselves. 
Serve In 
It was an invigorating but 
depressing day Tuesday as the 
Boston University Terriers 
kicked, punched, elbo:wed and 
bit their way to a 3-2 victory over 
the UNH men's soccer team. 
The teams hadn't even taken 
the field yet when BU started 
the war. The Terrier coach (and 
I use that t~rm loosely) accused 
UNH of dressing too many 
players. Your only allowed to 
dress 18 players, but no one ever 
said anything about it before. 
So seven people had to take their 
uniforms off. 
Indoor pll:Jmbing. It can be ari exciting Christmas 
.-gift for a needy family in Appalachia. YOU can 
experience active mission life this holiday season. 
As a Glenmary volunteer, you will live on a rustic 
farm near Vanceburg, Kentucky, and bring practical 
help ... and; hope to the people of Appalachia. 
Join other. Catholic men and give one week of 
your holiday vacation. We need volunteers for 
the following weeks. 
December_28, 1985·January3, 1986 
or . 
Janu~ry 6 .'.-:12,· ·1-9·55 
For more information, return this coupon as soon as possible to: Brother Jack He·nn, ! 
GLENMARY HOME MISSIONERS, Box 465618, Cinci.nnati, Ohio 45246-5618. ; 
.Address 
City _________ State ___ Zip 
Phone# ___________ ~----'--~~ t06~10/8S 
BU's Ed Tadlock opened the 
scoring at 39 seconds of the 
second half, after a scoreless but 
brutal first half. The Terriers 
were whistled for 21 fouls in 
the first half alone. Michael 
Emenalo of BU made it 2-0 five 
minutes later. . 
UNH then started attacking. 
At 56:32, Jeff Bergholtz banged 
home a long overdue goal, 
making it 2-1. Ten minutes 
later, Shawn Day tied it up for 
the Wildcats, but the loudest 
cheer of the day came when BU' s 
moronic goalie was thrown out 
of the game for being a total 
goon. He had been nailing 
people all game and he was 
fi~ally caught. 
The Wildcat's bubble burst 
later though as Emenalo scored 
the gaqie winner much to the 
disappointment of the 'Cats. 
After the game, BU's poor 
excuse for a coach started a little 
brawl that was soon broken up. 
It's too bad that a team as 
talented as Boston University, 
without any seniors and a 8-2-
1 rec9rd, has to resort to dirty 
soccer. 
CAT NOTES: 
It was the final home appear-
ance for the Wildcats this sea-
son. It was also the final home 
game for six UNH seniors; 
Steve Bracy, Phil Cote, Brian 
Foley, Pete Fontaine and co-
captains ·Adrian Pfisterer and 
Rob Ricard. In a nice gesture, 
Coach Ted Garber started all 
six players in the BU game. 
The 'Cats head down to Hun-
tington A venue in Boston next, 
to do battle with the Northeast-
ern Huskies on Sunday. UNH 
beat NU last year 6-0. 
Increase your Reading 
Speed 
... if you feel overwhelmed by the amount of 
reading you must do for your classes, get help 
at 
TASk's 3 part Mini Course on 
Efficient Reading 
Part II Techniques for Increasing Reading 
Speed Tues. November 5, 12:30-2:00 
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Part III Selective Reading Techniques: 
Surveying, Skimming, Scanning, Tues. 
November 12, 12:30-2:00-
-
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Woriten's soccer's Arnold a leader by example 
By Lisa Markley 
When University of New 
Hampshire soccer standout 
Margie Arnold jogged onto the 
opponent's field at Stonehill 
College in early September, she 
was unaware that she would 
soon go down in the wonderful 
world of trivial history. With 
a determined kick, she possessed 
the distinction of scoring 
UNH' s first intercollegiate goal. 
Arnold, a senior tri-captain, 
went on to help the team, in 
its first year of varsity status 
after 10 years as a club sport, 
by scoring two more goals for 
a hat trick in the 5-0 win. She 
took the events in stride, how-
ever, with characteristic 
modesty. "My parents always 
said, 'Remember, no matter how 
good you are, there's always 
someone better'." Perhaps so, 
but in Arnold's case, they'd be 
hard to Hnd. -
Since joining the team last 
year when it was still a club 
sport, Arnold, a native of Wa-
terville, ME, has established 
herself as a top scorer and a team 
leader. Despite being hampered 
by a knee injury and missing two 
games, she is the team's leading 
scorer with eight goals and one 
assist in 12 games. 
Head coach Marjorie Ander-
son saw Arnold's leadership 
qualities early on. "I could tell 
right away that she'd give 100% 
of herself in a practice or game. 
She's a very good leader on the 
field in that she shows others 
how to play through herself. She 
doesn't give up. Forwards us-
ually like to play strictly offense, 
but Margie will lead the other 
forwards on defense as well. She 
leads by example." 
Looking at her role as captain, 
Arnold says, "I was so excited 
to be chosen. It's reaUy a big 
honor. I think each captain on 
the team has a different role. 
I'm more of a leader in practice 
and games as far as pushing and 
not complaining. The other two 
captains are more know ledge-
able about the sport and they 
help out in that way." 
Regarding experience, Ar-
nold could be considered a late 
bloomer. Her soccer career 
began during her senior year 
of high school when she joined 
the team to stay in shape for her 
first love, basketball. Along the 
way, she managed to help Wa-
terville High School capru1e the 
Maine Class A State Soccer 
Championship, as well as re-
ceiving the team MVP award. 
The excitement, however, was 
quick to pass for Arnold; bas-
ketball season had arrived. · 
When she was in the fifth 
grad.e, Arnold set a goal. She 
wanted to earn an athletic 
s~holarship to college. The 
cfream materialized in the shape 
of a basketball and Arnold 
dribbled, passed, shot and 
worked her way to her goal. In 
. her senior year, she became 
Waterville's first 1,000 point 
scorer, setting the mark the last 
20 seconds of her final game, 
and recieved a basketball scho-
larship to UNH. Her dream had 
come true, but soon began to 
fade. 
Arnold remembers being so 
fanatical about basketball that 
she would sneak out of bed and --
slide down the gutter pipe as 
a 12-year old to shoot hoop with 
the boys at the school yard. She 
travelled to camps, worked on 
her own and lived for the sport. 
After sitting out her second 
season at UNH with three stress 
fractures to her lower leg, she 
took a long look at her priorities. 
UNH women's soccer tri-captain Margie Arnold in action earlier this ~eason. She is the leading 
scorer with eight goals.(Sports Info file photo) 
"I exerted myself so much in 
my younger years that I burned 
out," says Arnold. "I really 
needed to broaden my horizons. 
It took a lot of thought, but I 
decided not to try . out for bas-
ketball in my junior year. I gave 
up my scholarship." 
Arnold remembered the free-
dom she had briefly felt on the 
soccer field and searched for it 
at UNH. 
"With soccer, there's so much 
space, so much room. You can 
really be creative and take out 
your aggressions," says Arnold. 
"And with a shorter season, you 
can train for two intense 
months. It holds your interest." 
Since the team has gained 
varsity status, Arnold says the 
team feels like a bigger part of 
the University. "Our whole 
attitude has changed .. We.have 
a lot more confidence. The best 
part is that we get our uniforms 
washed for us," she says with 
a laugh. 
"Coach Anderson is great," 
adds Arnold. "She's very enthu-
siastic and easy to relate to. We 
really respect her." 
Anderson has kind words of 
her own. "Margie is a self-
motivated athlete. She is striv-
ing for the best she can be and 
she's not limiting herself to the 
athletic field. She is enjoying 
life. Despite her athletic talents 
and the gifts that she has to offer 
people in terms of relationships, 
she's very modest." 
When asked who has been a 
big influence on her either 
personally or athletically, Ar-
nold grows quiet for a moment. 
Running her fingers through 
her blonde cu~l~~ sh<: smil!s and 
says, "It used to be Nancy 
Leiberman, but now I'd have to 
say my academic advisor, Dr. 
Ann Morgan. She's someone I'd 
like to model myself after. I 
respect her very much." 
Athletics share a front row 
seat with academics for Arnold, 
a Leisure Management and 
Tourism major who would some-
day like to work with inner city 
youth. 
Arnold's ~dvisor, Dr. Morgan, 
sees her future filled with 
success . "Margie approaches 
everything with personal en-
thusiasm and initiative. She 
takes the same enthusiasm 
which she has in the classroom 
onto the athletic field with her." 
"She has a variety of career 
interests and I hope that she 
finds a position that can capture 
the interests she has. I like to 
ARNOLD, page 29 
UNH women's soccer edged 
By Paul Tolme 
One hundred ten minutes of 
hard work and sweat gained the 
· women's soccer team nothing, 
on Tuesday afternoon against 
the University of Hartford. 
Ninety minutes of regulation 
play hadn't decided the winner. 
Neither had the first ten minute 
overtime. But three minutes 
into the second overtime the 
Wildcats' backs were broken 
with one lucky kick. 
A scramble broke out at the 
top of the UNH penalty box. 
No cause for alarm, the Wildcat 
defense· had been outstanding 
thus far, allowing only one shot 
to tangfe in the netting-for a 
1-1 tie. But Hartford forward 
Michelle DeGray gained control 
of the ball, and fired a tremend-
ous shot to the top left . corner 
of the UNH goal. Unfortunately 
"it was a great shot" said UNH 
coach Marjorie Anderson. 
And so UNH lost 2-1 to a 
team they had outplayed. 
"It was a shame to lose such 
a close game, because we domin-
ia ted most of the way, but just 
couldn't put the balLin the net." 
salaAriderson. Incidentally, ilie 
loss marred Anderson's other-
wise happy 18th birthday. 
Fatigue probably affected 
UNH' s performance, as this was 
the fourth consecutive day they 
had played. If not physically, 
UNH was mentally fatigued at 
the outset. 
"We just weren't playing our 
game in the first half," Coach 
Anderson explained, justifying 
Hartford's goal three minutes 
into the game. "But we pulled 
ourselves together at halftime 
and outplayed Hartford the rest 
of the game." 
UNH forward Margie Arnold 
quickly forgot the first half and 
gave Coach Anderson a birthday 
present 3 minutes past the 
second half whistle when she 
scored her team leading 8th 
goal. Gathering a loose ball, 
Arnold burned a Hartford de-
fender and fired a low, lawn-
mowing shot past the goalie. 
Janene Tilden played the 
whole game in the UNH goal, 
and made 14 saves. 
But, despite the Wildcats' all-
around superb play through 
most of the game, the U niver-
sity of Hartford left victorious. 
An uniced cake for UNH. 
UNH hosts Boston 
University today at 3:30 pm. 
----CYCLING----
<contiriued from page 3 l) 
a lesson in tactics in the 61 mile 
championship road race. White, 
Lawrence, and Thibeault took 
turns attacking trying to tire 
the other racers. 
riders trying to ch-ase down the 
breakaway were constantly 
hounded by these three UNH 
riders and consequently the 
break stayed out in front for the 
remainder of the race. 
Women's soccer player Emily Stoddard(18) controls the ball earlier this season. UNH lost 
to Hartford 2-1 Tuesday.(file photo) 
Only four laps into this 14 lap 
event, Lawrence made the dec-
isive move of the qay and broke 
away from the field with a rider 
from Lafayette and quiCkly 
gained 30 seconds on the field 
of riders. Lawrence and the 
Lafayette rider worked together 
for the remainder of the race 
and gradually increased their 
lead with each lap. The reason 
that the two breakaway riders 
were increasing their lead was, 
in a large part, due to the 
blocking tactics of White, Bel-
lefeuille, and Thibeault. Other 
In the end, Lawrence blasted 
by the Lafayette rider in the last 
200 meters to take the win and 
the title of National Collegiate 
Road Race Champion. Thi-
beault won the field sprint for 
fourth place and Bellefeuille and 
White finished 15th and 22nd 
respectively. The National 
Championship Crown caps off 
a great season for UNH, who 
won the Eastern Collegiate 
Cycling Championships last 
spring. 
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Field hockey wins 
The UNH field hockey team defeated the Harvard Crimson 1-0 Tuesday in Cambridge and 
has moved up to sixth in the nat~on. (file phot~) 
By J. Mellow. 
The women's field hockey 
team held to its winning ways 
Tuesday with a well-played 1-
0 win over the Harvard Crimson 
in Cambridge. 
Though ranked second in the 
Ivies, Harvard was clearly no 
match for the Wildcats as UNH 
both outshot the Crimson 11-
3 and drew 13 corners to Har-
vard's five. 
"We played really well," said 
junior high scorer Karen Ge-
romini. Geromini tallied the 
lone goal of the game at 13:58 
of the second half by putting 
a penalty shot past the pads of 
Harvard goalie Denise Katsias. 
"It was one of the best games 
we've played all season." 
Yet it was also a tough game 
for UNH, having two goals 
called back by officials and shots 
hitting the goal posts more than 
once. 
"We definitely had some 
tough luck,'' said Geromini. "We 
drew corners, and then had post 
shots. And those two goals 
called back. .. " 
"We had a few tough calls,'' 
co-captain Patty Heap agreed. 
Wildcat . cyclists are National Champs 
By John Healy 
The UNH cycling team sent 
a strong team to Allentown, Pa. 
and came away as the best in the 
nation. The three day compe-
tition included track events on 
Friday and Saturday and Road 
Races on Sunday. 
Even though the New Hamp-
shire cyclists had never com-
peted on a velodrome they were 
confident of their ability prior 
to the start of the track events. 
. Steve Bellefeiulle started things 
in the right direction by pow-
ering his way to a third place 
in the Kilometer Race. Erik 
Froberg was just a tick of the 
· clock behind in fourth. 
Dave Thibeault showed the 
crowd at the velodrome why he 
is one of the best racers in New 
. England by lapping his compe-
tition and taking third in the 
individual pursuit. Chuck Law-
rence and Dave Barrows rode 
strong pursuit races but me-
chanical problems for Lawrence 
and a poor start for Barrows 
kept them out of the money. 
The UNH men did not fair 
well in the spring races. These 
races . are more strategic in 
nature and the inexperience of 
UNH showed as Penn 
State/ Allentown dominated the 
sprints with a first and third. 
The highest placed UNH sprin-
ter was Mike Gemmel with a 
fifth. 
Laurel Erickson and Carole 
Figgin's rode strong on the 
women's sprint events but once 
again inexperience was too 
much to overcome. Erickson 
made it to the semi-finals but 
could only manage a fourth 
place. Figgins finished seventh. 
The most exciting event of 
the track competition was the 
team pursuit. UNH was up 
against the experience 
PSU /Allentown team in the 
finals of this event. Once again 
UNH' s inexperience came into 
play. Half way into the event, 
UNH had a 30 meter lead and 
was looking strong when Bel-
lefeuille and Brian White mixed 
their signals for a moment. 
White thinking Bellefeuille was 
going ahead and Bellefeuille 
allowing White room to pull in. 
This mix up caused both riders 
to fall off the pace set by 
Lawrence and Thibeault. 
Since the rules state that the 
time is dependent on when the 
third rider of each team crosses 
the finish line, Lawrence and 
Thibeault had to wait for White 
who at this time was giving it 
all he had to catch his two 
teammates. The three re-
grouped and charged towards 
the finish line but it was not 
enough as PSU /Allentown re-
mained smooth all the way to 
the finish and nipped the UNH 
riders by less than one second. 
The track events came to a 
close with a 30 lap points race. 
In this race there is a points 
sprint every fifth lap with riders 
acquiring points for their plac-
ing in the sprints. The rider 
accumulating the most points 
wins the race. This inherently 
dangerous event claimed one 
UNH rider as Lawrence was 
"thrown" by his bike and slid 
down the banked walls of the 
velodrome. 
Thibeault dominated the rest 
of the race by breaking away 
with two other riders and lap-
ping the field. Thibeault accum-
ulated enough points to take 
------FOOTBALL-------
(continued from page 32) 
series with Northeastern, win- 14. UNH beat UConn, 10-8, and 
ning 12 straight and 17 of 18 destroyed Bucknell, 58-0. 
dating back to 1967. Northeastern and the rest of 
second in this event. Bob Camp-
bell and Gemmel did a great job 
controlling the field and pro-
tecting Thibeault's leaq., . . 
At the end of the track events, 
PSU /Allentown led with UNH 
in second and George Mason 
University in third. The per-
. formance of the UNH riders 
was(·exception~l not ·o.p~. taking 
into account that they were 
inexperienced, but also because 
they used rented track bikes for 
all the track events. 
The scene was set for Sun-
day's road races. UNH had to 
score high to capture the Na-
tional Title. The women's road 
team consisted of Ann Benoit, 
Erickson, Figgins and Heidi 
Cronwell. After seven laps 
around the hilly 4.2 mile race 
circuit UNH women had cap-
tured second, fifth, seventh, and 
ninth place, demonstrating why 
they have been the strongest 
MORNING 
' 
team in the East for the past 
three years. 
·Early in the race a five person 
breakaway, which included Be-
noit and Erickson, developed. 
Cornwell and Figgins closed 
down the rest of the field, not 
allowing any riders to "bridge" 
up to Erickson and Benoit. At 
the same time Erickson was 
wo~king hard to spring Benoit 
off the front of the breakaway 
group. Her hard work paid off 
as-she sacrificed herself for her 
teammate. Benoit and a Harvard 
rider broke away for the re-
mainder of the race with the 
Harvard rider edging past Be-
noit for the win. Erickson placed 
fifth, Cornwell seventh and 
Figgin's ninth. 
The men's team of White, 
Bellefeuille, Thibeault, and Law-
rence gave the rest of the racers 
CYCLING, page 30 
LINE 
(6-6) (17-6) (22-13) (23-12) 
.500 .739 .629 .657 
Andrea Lisa Jon Steve 
Holbrook Sinatra Kinson Langevin 
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"We also missed a lot of shots." 
"But we played really well," 
Heap continued. "We hardly 
gave them any shots. Second 
half, Harvard only crossed the 
center line maybe three times." 
"Our offense and defense 
wQrked really well t'!gether," 
Geromini added. 
The win over Harvard gives 
UNH its sixth win in eight 
games as well as goalie Michele 
Flannell her fifth shutout of the 
season. 
UNH has since moved up in 
the national rankings two places 
to the number six spot, totalling 
90 NCAA points for the team's 
9-2-3 record on the season thus 
far. 
The Wildcats next take on the 
Bucknell U n1versity Bison Sat-
urday at 10 am on the 'Cats 
home turf, Memorial Field. 
Though unranked, the UNH 
players still take caution when 
considering the Bucknell game. 
"We beat them last year 4-
2," said Heap, "but we can't 
underestimate anyone this year 
. it seems; everyone's up for 
UNH." --
"But it's Homecoming and 
one of our last games on .Memor-
ial Field, so we're psyched," she 
added. 
"We feel good going in," said 
Geromini confidently. "We've 
been practicing well. It's a 
should-win for us." 
Geromini presently leads 
UNH on scoring with 14 goals, 
four assists for 18 points. Junior 
forward Sandi Costigan is next 
with nine goals, four assists 
while senior Jill Sickels ranks 
third with three goals, six 
assists. 
The Wildcat midfield con-
tinues to be held together by 
senior co-captain Patty Heap. 
Co-captain Sandy Vander-
Heyden has also returned form 
US Natiunal Team play to 
reassume her position as anchor 
of the Wildcat defense. UNH's 
"steel curtain" has allowed 
opponents just ten goals on the 
season, while the Wildcat of-
fense has burned opponents a 
total of 3 5 times. 
The UNH nets also remain 
strong with goaltender Flannell 
racking up a .911 saves percen-
tage on a .764 goals against. 







Rutgers _ Richmond 
UConn UConn 
UMass UM ass 
The Wildcats and Huskies Division 1-AA should proceed 
have two common opponents with caution when playing the 
so far this season, Connecticut Wildcats. The Miami Dolphins 
and Bucknell. NU lost to may have the Killer Bees but 
UConn, 27-13, and Bucknell, 21- UNH has The Swarm. 
Last week Charlie Holt tied the Old Grad with a sparkling 5-1 record. 
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Sports 
Football team hopes to harness Huskies 
By Larry Kelly 
To the football teams of 
Northeastern, Rhode Island, 
Maine and Massachusetts; be-
ware. New Hampshire is up-
coming on your schedule. The 
Wildcats not only have Andre 
Garron and a potent offense to 
·worry you. They also have The 
Swarm. 
Wherever an opposing player 
has possession of the ball, The 
Swarm is to follow. The Swarm 
is the Wildcat defense, which 
has been leading the country in 
total defense for most of the 
season. 
"We've stressed team pursuit 
and getting to the ball," said 
UNH head coach Bill Bowes. 
·'We have good team speed 
defensively, and we use our 
speed to get people to the ball. 
The kids have done a good job 
with team pursuit all season." . 
UNH enters the Homecom-
ing tilt with Northeastern with 
the top-ranked defense in Div-
ision 1-AA, allowing just 208.3 
yards per game. The Cats are 
third in passing defense and 
seventh in rushing defense. The 
Huskies have a good running 
game out of their wishbone and 
should give the Wildcats a good 
test. 
"With the wishbone offense, 
we have to get everyone around 
the ball. It's the type of offense 
that can make big plays. We 
have to get our people to the 
football," said Bowes. 
The Wildcats are also fourth 
in the nation in scoring defense, 
allowing just under 11 points 
per game. They have one shu-
tout to their credit, the 58-0 
destruction of Bucknell two 
weeks ago. 
Co-captain Neal Zonfrelli 
anchors the defense along with 
linebacking partner Dave Dug-
gan. Zonfrelli leads the squad 
with 83 total tackles this season, 
while Duggan is second with 
66. 
.. "Neal's been having an ex-
ceptional year for us," said 
Bowes. "He's not the biggest 
kid in the world, but he has a 
knack for getting to the football. 
He's a fine athlete and an 
intelligent football player." 
Offensively, UNH will be 
without the services of Garron 
this week, who was injured in 
the second quarter of the Lehigh 
game. Garron has bruised kid-
neys and is expected back for 
the Rhode Island game. Scott 
Perry .who came in for Garron, 
finished the game with 12 3 
yards on 23 carries. 
UNH, 5-1 has finally cracked 
the top-twenty coaches poll, 
checking in at number twenty. 
The Wildcats are fourth in the 
Lambert· Poll, which ranks the 
top teams in the East. 
Northeastern travefs to Dur-
ham with an 0-5 record this 
season. Last week, the Huskies 
lost to top-ranked Richmond, 
31-3. Even though they were 
held to three points, the Huskies 
ran up 286 yards rushing. 
"We aren't worried about 
defending the pass bec3:use they 
don't pass much out of the 
wishbone. We have to stop their 
rush," said Bowes. 
UNH has dominated 
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the This Bucknell ballcarrier is another victim of UNH's swarming defense, as Neal Zonfrelli(96), 
Paul Boulay(98)and several others bring him down.(Sports Info file photo) 
Men's hockey sqaud opens with Friars 
By Chris Heisenberg 
Program sales will be brisk 
tonight at Snively arena as 
UNH fans try to keep up with 
the new faces in the Wildcats 
1985-86 season opener against 
Providence College. ·· 
Only eleven lettermen return 
from last year's 16-26-1 team, 
led by co-captains Peter Herms 
and James Richmond. The squad 
features only three seniors, 
while 10· freshmen could see 
action. 
With all of these underclass-
men in the lineup, things will 
be exciting at Snively this year, 
to say the least. Perhaps more 
lively than head coach Charlie 
Holt would like. Luckily for Holt 
this could be one of the deepest 
recruiting classes in years. · 
Richmond (21-29-50) a jun-
ior, and senior Shane Skidmore 
' 
(8-20-28) will lead a forward Hockey East will have its 
crew, supported by sophomores share of new faces this season 
Tim Hanley (22-18-40), Steve from the top to the bottom. Up 
Leach (12-25-37), and Mike top, Boston College returns the 
Rossetti (13-14-27). Hanley's top line of Bob Sweeney, Doug 
. 22 goals as a freshman were a Brown and Scott Harlow. 
UNH record, while Leach was However Rookie of the Year 
named to Hockey East's rookie Ken Hodge Jr. must sit out the 
team.Rossetti'sspeedmadehim first part of the year with 
an explosive scorer in the second academic problems and defen-
half of the season. Herms (9- semen Dom Campedelli, Bruce 
37-46) is also being tried up- Milton, George Boudreau 
front, though he has been a (Greg's brother) and John Ma-
defenseman his 3 years here. clean are_gone. Freshman Craig 
New faces up front include .Linney will be a star in Hockey 
L.A. draft pick right winger Ecist and Tim Sweeney adds 
Steve Horner, Dan Prachar and depth upfront. Mike Mullouney, 
centers Steve Smith and Tim Paul Marshall and David Buck-
Shields. Prachar though, is out ley must carry the defensive 
until November with mono. load. _ 
Improvement is also expected BU has lost only Dale Dunbar 
from sophomore Rick Lambert and Joe Delory to graduation, 
(3-4-7) who will see regular and moves Chris Matchett and 
duty. Tom Ryan back to defense. 
With Herms being moved up Terry Taillefer and Peter Fish 
front, juqior, Allister Brown ( 4- should be healthy in goal. Up 
7-11) and Peter Wotton become front the line of John Cullen, 
the only experienced defense- Ed Lowney, and Clark Donatelli 
men of this year's squad. will pr0vide ·the scoring. 
However, talented newcomers Freshman Scott Youn9-' Mike 
Mike Roth, Kevin Schrader,Jeff Keifer and sophomore Jeff 
Cournoyer, Mark Babcock and . Sveen will back them up. 
Greg Boudreau will battle for -, Northeastern will count on 
the remaining slots. Roth and leading scorer Rod Isbister, and 
Schrader, both from Minnesota, linemate Kevin Heffernan. NU 
and drafted ·by NHL's New has plenty of experience at 
Jersey Devils, stand 6 foot 2 forward but not many proven 
giving the blueline size, while scores. The loss of sophomore 
Babcock brings speed and puck- Mark Lori to Bowling Green will 
handling skills. Cournoyer is hurt, and the defense is weak. 
a steady defenseman in the In goal Bruce Racine is a stand 
Dwayne Robinson mold. out. 
Quintin Brickley who played Providence went all the way 
forward his freshman year has to the NCAA finals last year. 
been moved back to defense. This year, Hockey East leading 
Sophomore Mike Rossetti(IO) w ill be counted on heavily this season by the men's hockey 
team. (file phoJo) 
W ith Bruce Gill ies go ne in scorer. Tim Army and Steve 
goal, Greg Rota turned in sev- Rooney are gone, as are Pete 
eral heroic efforts. Highly tout- Taglianetti, Paul Cavallini and 
ed freshman Rich Burchill was Nowell Catterall on defense. It 
St. Louis ' pick in the NHL draft, should be a long year for Hockey 
and 'will challenge Rota. M.HOCKEY, page 29 
